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Chapter 1 Introduction:Wetting,PowderCoatings
andPigments

1.Wetting and dewetting
When a liquid drop is placed on a flat solid surface, it may show two types of
equilibrium situations: partial wetting or complete wetting. Partial wetting refers to
the situation wheredropletswithafinite contact anglearepresent onthe surface, and
at complete wetting the droplet spreads and there is, in equilibrium, a thin film of
liquidpresentonthe surface. Ametastable film ofapolymer liquidcanbeformed on a
non-wettable surface by spincoating1"3.Atlow temperatures, such a film is solid-like
and therefore does not change. However, it will relax towards its equilibrium when
annealed above the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the polymer. When partial
wetting occurs, the initially flat film will eventually break up into droplets with a
specific contact angle. The breakup process of metastable films has been studied
extensively experimentally4,5"" and theoretically12"'5, and is reasonably well
understood. This process is obviously very relevant to applications in paint,
adhesivesandbiomedicaldevices.
We consider one example in more detail. Smooth polystyrene films of varying
thicknesscanbedepositedby spincoatingonoxidised siliconwafers. In figure 1.1we
show some optical microscope images of the dewetting process observed for such
films. First,circularholesareformed inthepolystyrene film which are found to grow
as a function of the annealing time. If two holes touch, the liquid between thins to a
ribbon;when there are many holes,this leads to apolygon network of such ribbons.
The ribbons are unstable and break up into droplets, so that one gets a polygonal
structure ofpolymer dropletsonthe surface (figure l.l) 3 .

Figure 1.1.Optical micrographs ofapolystyrene (Mn=9000g/mole)film(12nm) onto
Si0 2 after annealing for 5(A), 15(B),60 (C) and 210 (D) minutes at 170°C, some 70
degreesaboveTg.Thelengthoftheimagesis0.15mm

A series of polystyrene samples with varying molecular weight was annealed at 170
°C and the rate of hole growth was determined. A linear growth is observed in all
cases, indicating a constant dewetting velocity. In figure 1.2,the average radii of the
holes are plotted as a function of the annealing time. As expected, the dewetting
velocity (given bythe slope of the curves) is found to decrease with increasing molar
mass,becauseofincreasing viscosity.

200

Figure 1.2. Radii of holes in a polystyrene film versus time annealed at 170 °C for
variousmolecular weights.Thenumbersaregiveninkg/mole.

Theoretical descriptions ofthedewetting process starts from asmall fluctuation of the
film thickness16'21. The stability is than controlled by the development of the
structures. Unstable fluctuations (non wettable surface) develop into holes which
grow in size. Stable fluctuations do not result in an amplification of the disturbance
and the liquid film on the surface is stable. Polymer liquids can be more complicated
thannormal liquidsduetotheentanglements ofthechains.Theflow behaviour andthe
kineticsofholegrowth canbedifferent for both types of liquids. Entangled polymers
cansliponsmooth surfaces22,23. Thekineticsofholeformation is characterised by the
radius d of the dry patch and increases in time (?) as a power law d(t) °=t".For
Poisseuille flow (normal liquids) the exponent n = 1 and for liquids with slip n =
2/320'24. Thepolymersused infigure 1.2 havenoslipandn=1.

The wetting behaviour of a polymer melt onto a surface can be modified by grafting
suitable polymers tothe substrate25"28.For example,it has been found that a partially

wettable surface canbemade completely wettablebymeans ofgrafting apolymer that
iscompatible withthe melt onto the surface. One would be tempted to conclude that
grafting always leads to improved wetting. However, theoretical studies and
experiments show that very densely grafted polymers (so-called brushes) may have
the opposite effect ' ' " . This may even happen if the free polymer melt and the
brush areofidentical chemical structure26'27'33"35.Thisisreferred toas 'autophobicity'.
Apparently, the grafting density is a crucial variable. A systematic study of these
effects ishighly desirable.

2. Tethered chains: mushrooms and brushes
Byattaching polymer chainson a solid surface at low grafting densities such that the
distance between the grafted points is largerthan the radius of gyration of the chain,
one essentially obtain isolated coils without interaction. Such chains are now
commonly called 'mushrooms' (fig. 1.3a). In a good solvent these mushrooms are
swollen, whereas in a non-solvent they are collapsed. As the grafting density
increases, the coils will interact and stretch. This situation is called a 'brush' (fig.
1.3b).

a

b

Figure 1.3. Surface coveredwithmushrooms(a)andbrushes(b).

One way to prepare polymer brushes is by adsorption of block copolymers on a
surface, whereoneblockhasahighaffinity for the surface and the other block has no
orarelatively lowaffinity for the surface. Theblockwhich adsorbsontothe surface is
called the anchor block and the other block is called the buoy block of the polymer.
Theadsorbed amount ofthe block copolymer is a function of the composition of the
block copolymer, solvent quality and thetype of surface25'28'36.

Another way to prepare polymer brushes is by chemical grafting from a surface with
reaction initiators present on the surface and monomers present in solution is often
used37"39.Another chemical grafting techniqueisgrafting to the surface. Reactive (end)
groups, which will react with surface groups are used to form a brush. In this way
very dense monodisperse brushes can be prepared27'40. Also used is spreading and
compressingthe surface areawitha langmuir through. Passing the sample through the
interface willtransfer thebrush from the air/water interface ontothe substrate7.

3. Powder Coatings
Coatings are thin (solid) films applied on substrates to protect or decorate the
underlying material. Thin films are important in many cases, e.g., life employs thin
films(e.g. in lungs for breathing and on feathers of water birds). Man-made coatings
are usually based on polymeric systems which form a permanent network on the
substrate. In order to process coatings, solvents can be used which evaporate during
film formation. Organic solvents were used frequently in the past but nowadays
environmental regulations require that coatings contain less of such solvents. Powder
coatingsareonekindofsolvent-free coatings.Filmformation in these materials occurs
by annealing the substrate. Powder coatings are composed of pigment particles
dispersed inaresin.Thepolymer resin isthe actual film forming coating material, and
the pigment particles serve to protect the substrate and provide colour. To coat a
metal surface, the dry powder particles are first electrostatically deposited on the
substrate.Uponheating (annealing abovetheglasstransition temperature) the powder
particles melt into droplets. The droplets coalesce and after some time a smooth and
homogeneous film is formed. After cooling down, the coating has been established.
Compared tosolventbased liquidcoatings,powder coatings are more environmentally
friendly because their application does not lead to the release of polluting organic
vapours into theair41.
Inthe ideal situation, the adhesion tothe substrate is strong and the pigment particles
are dispersed homogeneously throughout the film. In practice, the performance of
powder coatings isnotalways sogood. Sometimes, the adhesion of the coating to the

surface istooweak dueto poor interaction between the coating andthe surface. In
other cases, the film may be inhomogeneous due to aggregation of the pigment
particlesorsegregation oftheparticlestooneofthe interfaces. Thework describedin
this thesis is motivated by these latter effects. We have investigated a method to
improvethe coating with regard to aggregation andsurface segregation (figure 1.4),in
other words,tostabilise thepigmentparticles.

pigment particles

V////////////////A
surface

-• V *.«
segregation

V////////////////A
Figure 1.4. Aggregation andsegregationofpigmentparticlesinaresin.

4. Stabilisation ofpigment particles
Between any pair of identical particles embedded in a medium, there is a Vander
Waalsinteraction. ThisVan derWaals interaction isalways attractive, irrespectiveof
the matrix. In order to prevent aggregation, the short-range attraction must be
counteracted bysome repulsion.
Colloidal particles may be stabilised by electrostatic repulsion with a number of
charges located at the interface. This canbe positive or negative depending onthe
natureofthe surface groups.These chargeshavetobecompensated inthe solution to
maintain electroneutrality. Close to the surface there is a different concentration of
counterions compared to the bulk concentration. The region close to the surface is
calledtheelectrical double layer andthe thickness of this layer is a function ofthe
electrolyte concentration andischaracterised bytheDebye length (1/K) ascanbeseen
in figure 1.5. Kis important in that it described the fall-off of the potential with

distance. At low electrolyte concentrations this double layer is relatively large and at
highelectrolyte concentrationsthisdoublelayer issmall.Thesecharges provide along
rangerepulsionandcanovercometheattractiveVanderWaalsinteractions.
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Figure 1.5. Schematicillustration ofanegatively chargedparticlewithadouble layer.

Another way to introduce repulsion isby attaching tothe particle polymers which are
sufficiently longanddensetoleadtoanincreaseoftheminimum distance between the
particles42"48. The Van der Waals force at this distance of smallest approach will be
smallerthan that for bare particles (figure 1.6). If the increase of the distance is large
enough, stabilisation of the particles is achieved. Analytical theories of steric
stabilisation have been developed for low grafting densities49,50 and for high grafting
densities and analysed as function of the solvent quality, stiffness of the chains,
grafting density andthetemperature51"54.
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h

Figure 1.6. The minimum distance between two bare particles P (a) is smaller than
steric stabilised particles (b). The Van der Waals forces are therefore smaller for the
sterically stabilised particles.

The use of polymers as stabilisers can also improve the wettability of the pigment
particles. If the wettability of the pigment is not complete, two things may happen:
theparticlesmaymigratetotheresin/air surface andbe exposed there (fig. 1.7 a,b), or
smallgassbubblesmay sticktotheparticles (fig. 1.7c).
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Figure 1.7. Pigment particle which is completely wetted by a liquid (a), a particle
which ispartially wetted (b),and agassbubblebetweentwoparticles(c).

5. Aim of the present investigation
The main issue of this thesis is to get a better understanding of how grafted chains
influence thewetting behaviour ofapolymer melt. In particular, the role of the length
andthedensity ofthegrafted chains,as well as that of the length of the chains in the
melt will be investigated. Eventually, this should help us to know how we can
improve particles in apolymer matrix. A suitable approach is to study wetting and
dewetting behaviour of thin films on substrates. As a model, we selected silicon
(oxide) wafers modified by tethered polystyrene (PS) with free polystyrene as the
liquid homopolymer.

6.AtomicForce Microscopy
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a versatile method for the characterisation of
polymer surfaces and has developed into atechnique suitable for scales ranging from
micronstonanometers.Thesurface is scanned with aprobe consisting of a sharp tip
mounted onacantilever. Thebendingofthe cantilever is monitored with a laser and a
photodetector. The laser beam is focused on the cantilever and the light is reflected
intothedetector. Thesample ismoved under the tip by a piezo in a horizontal plane

and the vertical motion is controlled by a feedback mechanism. In the contact mode
thisfeedback mechanism movesthesampleinthevertical direction in such a way that
thedeflection is at a constant value. The tip is inthis mode constant in contact with
the surface. For soft surfaces thiscanresultinamodification ofthe surface by the tip.
In the tapping mode the cantilever is oscillated. This oscillation changes when the
there is an interaction between the tip and the sample. The feedback mechanism
adjusts thevertical motiontheoscillation hasagainstthe set point value. In this mode
the tip has no contact with the surface and this method is therefore very suitable for
soft surfaces55'56.

7. Outline of the thesis
The adsorption of PVP/PS block copolymers consisting of a poly-4-vinylpyridine
anchor block and apolystyrene buoy block onto silicon oxide surfaces is discussed in
chapter 2.Theadsorption kinetics aswell as the composition of the block copolymer
is discussed and different adsorption methods are discussed and compared to
theoretical scalinglaws.

Inchapter 3wedescribe a chemical grafting technique for the preparation of brushes.
We have used apolystyrene with a functional end group which can react both with
hydrogen-terminated siliconandwithsiliconoxide.

The wetting behaviour of a PS film onto brushes is discussed in chapter 4. As a
function of the grafting density, two wetting transitions were found: non-wetting to
wetting at low coverage and wetting to non-wetting at a high brush density. Scaling
laws for the two wetting transitions are derived and compared with the experimental
results. The experimental data are also compared with numerical self-consistent-field
calculationsandagoodagreement is found.

In chapter 5we focus on the two special patterns which occur around the wetting
transitions. These patterns occur in narrow bands and are present at both transitions.

Wehaveexperimentally measured amacroscopic dropletcoexisting inequilibrium with
two film thicknesses. The coexistence of these thicknesses in equilibrium suggest a
double minimum in the free energy. Self consistent field calculations applied to this
problem showsindeedadoubleminimum,confirming ourexperimentalresults.

Thetemperature dependence of a droplet on dense brushes is described in chapter 6.
Using optical microscopy we investigated the wetting behaviour of a droplet on a
brushasafunction of the temperature and the grafting density of the brush. Wealso
discuss inthischapterthe wetting ofPS layer on bimodal brushes, consisting of hairs
oftwodifferent lengths.

Thedeformation ofthe adsorbed PVP/PS polymer surfaces by the low tip-to-sample
forces from the AFM is described in chapter 7. The contact mode AFM experiments
showed that the AFM tip produces rims oriented perpendicularly to the scanning
direction. A wide range of molar masses of both blocks was investigated to check if
there is a dependence of the rim distance of the block copolymers on the size of the
PVPblock copolymer.

In chapter 8 we present some observations using different systems. The first is a
polystyrene layer on a brush of a poly-4-vinylpyridine-polystyrene- poly-4vinylpyridine triblock copolymer. The second is the film formation and the
wettability of PS onto a layer of dendrimer functionalised with PS. Finally, the
adsorption of poly-2-vinylpyridine-polycaprolactone (PVP/PCL) block-copolymers
ontosilicon oxide surfaces isdescribed, aswell asthewettability of the homopolymer
polycaprolactone onto such adsorbed layers.
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Chapter2 Physicallyadsorbed brushes

Abstract
The adsorption of PVP/PS block copolymers consisting of apoly-4-vinylpyridine
anchorblockandapolystyrenebuoyblockontosiliconoxidesurfacesisdescribed. We
havestudiedtheadsorption kineticsfrom dilute solutionsonsubstratesasafunction of
thecomposition oftheblockcopolymer usingellipsometry. Adsorptionfrom solutionis
veryfast. Wehave also studied adsorptionfrom the melt. This method generates
denser brushes due tothefact thatthechains are less swollen in the melt than in a
goodsolvent. Bothpreparationtechniquesarecomparedto theoretical scaling laws.A
good agreementfor bothdatasets isfound indicating thatbothpreparation methods
leadtoadsorbedamounts whicharenottoofarfromequilibrium.

1.Introduction

Mono-andmultilayer systems of polymers have considerable technological potential
as a novel class of materials with special properties. A polymer at a surface or an
interface often shows a behaviour different from that in the bulk. For example, the
adsorption of homopolymers can be used to stabilise colloidal particles1 and to
promote adhesion2 One way to improve dispersion stability is to use block
copolymers as stabilisers, where one block (the anchor) has a high affinity for the
surface andthe otherblock (thebuoy)hasno affinity tothe surface and sticks into the
matrix.Thetotal adsorbed amountofblockcopolymer in a monolayer can be changed
by varying the block size ratio and the molar mass of the polymer. When a block
copolymer isadsorbed from agood solvent (non-selective solvent) one gets a swollen
anchor layer; no micelles are formed. In a selective solvent, one block tends to selfassociate sothatthepolymer forms micellesinthe solution. If the solvent is selective
for the anchor molecules, the anchor blocks will form a dense layer onto the surface.
Scalingmodels for copolymer adsorption from a selective3 and from a non-selective
solvent4havebeendeveloped andusedtoexplainexperimentally observedresults5

2 Scaling theory for polymer adsorption
Toexpressthe asymmetry ofablock copolymer, weusethe characteristic asymmetry
ratio P, defined as the ratio of the projected areas of both blocks. The ratio of both
monomer sizes is assumed to be equal. For a good solvent for both blocks (i.e., non
selectivesolvent) Pmaybedefined as3'4

(2.1)

Where Rg is the radius of gyration and N the number of monomeric units. The
subscript aand bis used for respectively anchor and buoy. The block which has no
affinity (orarelatively lowaffinity for the surface compared to the other block of the
16

block copolymer), is called the buoy block of the polymer. The block which has a
relatively highaffinity forthesurface iscalledthe anchor block and will preferentially
adsorbtothe surface. Thecross-over regimebetweenthe anchor and buoy dominated
regimesintheadsorbed layer occurs at (3= Na. Nearly all the polymers used in this
chapter form layersintheanchor-dominated regime andtherefore wewillmainly focus
onthescalinglawsforthisregime asformulated by Marques and Joanny (MJ)3'4. For
theadsorption from anon-selective solvent these authors derived expressions for the
surface density o intermsofthepolymerization indexofthe anchor and buoy blocks.
Fortheanchor regime(/?<Na)thesurface density scalesas

a ~Na~'

(2.2)

The thickness of the film is related to the surface density and the degree of
polymerization of the adsorbed block. The non adsorbed blocks can have a stretched
conformation inthedirection normaltothe surface forming abrush.Foralayerofendgrafted chainswith lengthN b , thelayerthicknessdscalesas6,7

d ~NbGu3

(2.3)

whereNbisthedegreeofpolymerization ofthebuoy block. Combination of (2.2) and
(2.3)givestheadsorbed layerthicknessfor ablockcopolymerintheanchorregime.

d~NbNa~in

(2.4)

3. Experimental
Polystyrene-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PS/PVP) polymers with different block lengths
and aoverall polydispersity index <1.2were purchased from Polymer Source Inc.and
used without further purification. Thecharacteristics of the samples used inthis study
are listed intable 2.1. Thenumbersincolumn 1 representthe molar massofthe blocks
(in kg/mole) and will be used to refer to the various samples. The total number of
17

monomer units is denoted with N (= N s + NVp) and the given polydispersity is the
overall polydispersity.

table 2.1. Characteristics ofthePS/PVPblock copolymers
polymer

Ns

NVp

N

fraction VP

Mw/M„

20/20

206

197

403

0.49

1.13

32/13

306

126

432

0.29

1.08

33/8

316

77

393

0.20

1.06

34/3

326

28

354

0.08

1.07

48/21

458

199

657

0.30

1.14

194/21

1865

204

2069

0.10

1.13

1.4/22

13

208

221

0.94

1.13

PS/PVP

Silicon wafers with an oxide layer of approximately 80 nm, prepared by thermal
oxidation, were used assubstrate. Twodifferent procedures for preparingthinPS/PVP
layerswere investigated: (i) adsorption from apolymer melt and (ii) adsorption from
dilute solution (dip coating). Spin coating from solutions is widely used to prepare
polymer monolayers onto different substrates8"10 We applied spin coating from
concentrated solutions(10g/l)ofPS/PVPintoathick film, followed by annealing at a
temperature above the T„ of both blocks to adsorb the polymer onto the substrate.
The adsorption takes place in the melt at elevated temperatures and spin coating a
solution isonly to form athinpolymeric layer.The concentration of the polymer and
the spinning speed is therefore not important as long as the surface is fully covered
withthepolymer after spin coating. In order to obtain a single adsorbed layer, excess
material was removed by washing with fresh solvent. For the second method
(adsorption from dilute solution by dip coating) a piece of silica was dipped into a
solution (lOOppm).The substrate waskept inthe solution for 30min. Excess material
wasremoved bywashing with solvent. Finally,the sampleswere dried with nitrogen.

Threedifferent solventswere tested: chloroform, tetrahydrofuran (THF) and toluene.
Thebestresults,intermsofhomogeneity andtheroughness ofthepolymer film, were
obtained with the non-selective solvent chloroform. Dynamic light scattering
experiments showed that no micelles are formed, as expected. THF and toluene are
selective for one of the blocks (good solvents for PS). Hence, micelles are formed in
solution. The thickness of the dry polymer layer was determined by computercontrolled null ellipsometry (Sentech SE-400). The refractive index for X =632.8 nm
wastaken as 1.58"
Adsorption kinetics experiments were performed using a ellipsometer (Multiskop)
and a home built liquid cell. The arms of the ellipsometer were fixed at 70° with
respect to the normal. The solvent used in kinetic experiments is methylethylketon
(MEK) and is a good solvent for both blocks of PS/PVP polymers. Concentrated
solution of the polymer were added to the liquid cell so that the concentration of the
polymer inthe cell wasapproximately 1OOppm.
The AFM measurements were performed with a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III
AFM equipped with a scanner capable of scanning an area of 12um . All
measurements wereperformed inairatroomtemperature anda relative humidity level
of 50-60%. Commercially available Si3N4 tips were used on cantilevers with a spring
constant of approximately 0.58N/m.

4. Results and discussion

The results obtained from the kinetic experiments are plotted in figure 2.1. In this
figure the thickness of the solvatated brush is plotted as function of the adsorption
time. The polymer was added in avery concentrated solution to the liquid cell at 60
sec.Theconcentration after injection of the concentrated solution was approximately
1OOppm. As can be seen from the figure, an increase of the solvatated brush with
decreasingthePVPcontent in the PS/PVP block copolymer is observed at a constant
total number of monomers. The adsorption of the polymer onto the surface is very
fast andthe surface isfully coveredwithin oneminute.
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Figure 2.1.Adsorption kinetics of PS/PVPfrom a good solvent (methylethyl keton)
ontoasiliconoxide surface for threepolymers.Thenumbersrepresent the molar mass
of the blocks in kg/mole. The thickness of the brush is the solvatated thickness as
measured intheliquid celloftheellipsometer.

Dryingthe adsorbed layersandmeasuringthethickness ofthe collapsed layer showed
the sametrend ascanbeseenintable2.2.

Table 2.2.Thickness ofthreePS/PVPpolymers insolution (MEK)and dried.
PS/PVP

thickness brush

thickness brush

(solvatated)nm

(collapsed)nm

1.4/22

2.64

0.83

21/22

4.73

1.22

32/13

7.11

1.58

Thekinetic experiments were performed in MEK due to the higher contrast between
the different refractive indices of the solvatated brush, the solution and the silicon
oxide. When using chloroform the refractive indices of the solvatated brush, the
solutionandthe siliconoxidearerespectively 1.47,1.45and 1.46.These values are so
close that it is practically very difficult to obtain reliable data from the experiments.
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Theadsorption kinetics from chloroform andthe layer thickness of the brushes in the
dry state are comparable with the results obtained from the MEK experiments. This
indicatesthatthekinetics inchloroform isalsovery fast.
The surface layer topography as captured by the first scan immediately after dip
coatingand solvent evaporation isshowninfigure 2.2.Thesetypical images showthat
thesurface coverage is homogeneous and smooth for films prepared with chloroform
(fig.2.2a). The (RMS) roughness of the polymer surface is <0.5nm. The surface
roughness of films prepared by THF is higher, probably due to micelles adhering to
the surface so that a less homogeneous film is obtained (fig. 2.2b). Films prepared
from toluene show largepatches where there is no polymer (fig. 2.2c). This may be
duetotraces ofwater in the solvent. The surface image of the polymer deposited by
adsorption from a melt resulted in a homogeneous, smooth film with a surface
roughness comparable tothatofthechloroform dip-coating method.

Figure 2.2. Surface image of dip-coated PS/PVP (20/20) using different solvents, as
captured by the first scan. Image 10*10 urn2. The height difference is the difference
between the depressed dark regions and the bright elevated regions, (a) Chloroform,
height 5nm(b)THF,height20nm(c)Toluene,height 50nm.

ThecoveragesT (mg/m2),determined bymeansofellipsometry,arepresented in figure
2.3. As can been seen from the figure, F has a maximum around 10% PVP. This
behaviour ischaracteristic for selective adsorption ofdiblock copolymers5'1213and
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Figure2.3.Surface coverage(T)asfunction of the fraction PVP. Squares refer to spin
coating (10000 ppm, CHC13,3000RPM, annealed for 24 hr. at 145 °C,circles to dip
coating (100 ppm, CHC13, 30 min.). Open symbols are for polymers in the anchordominated regimeandfilledsymbolsforpolymerswhichareinthecross-over towards
orinthebuoy-dominated regime.

canbequalitatively understood asfollows. IfNVp» N s the area covered by the PVP
ontothe surface issolargethatit isnotnecessary for the polystyrene buoy blocks to
stretch. ThePScoils donot overlap and form a swollen chain with athickness of the
order of the radius of gyration. The adsorbed amount of the anchor blocks remains
almost constant as long asthe buoy blocks donotoverlap. Theopposite case, NVp «
N s , results in a large overlap between the PS buoys forming highly stretched PS
brushes and a surface that is not fully covered by the anchor blocks. The amount of
adsorbed PVPis dictated by the stretched buoy blocks and increasing the size of the
buoy block atconstantNVp will result in a decrease of the number of attached chains
perunitareaandanincrease of the layer thickness. In between these two situations,
the surface coverage is the result of a balance between the adsorption energy of the
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PVPblocks and the loss of entropy ofthe PS when forced to stretch, as illustrated in
figure2.4.

>J 1 /J > > ) J y> y»J/J^y
A

I

C^-j

^Tz^

C>>

B

Figure2.4.Illustration oftheanchor(A)-andbuoy dominated regime (B) for adsorbed
PVP/PSinanon-selective solvent.

Comparison of our experimental results obtained from dip-coating and adsorption
from a melt with self-consistent-field predictions13 for the adsorbed amount for
diblockpolymersshowsthatthequalitativeagreementbetween theoryand experiment
isquitegood.
The measured layer thickness of the adsorbed films is compared to the MJ scaling
predictions for the anchor regime (eq. 2.4). These predictions for the adsorbed
amounts are derived for adsorption from solution. The question must be asked
whether it isjustified to apply these laws for polymers in the dry state. The polymers
areadsorbed onto the surface from solution or from a polymer melt (0-solvent). The
total amount of polymer adsorbed onto the surface will not change upon drying the
samples. The difference between the thickness of adsorbed block copolymers in
solution and in the dry state will then only vary in the pre factor. Hence, we try to
check our experimental results with the MJ scaling law for adsorbed block co
polymers byplottingdagainstNbNa'1/3 accordingtoequation 2.4. It can be seen from
figure 2.5 that for both methods of preparation the thickness follows the MJ scaling
model quite well;the points in the anchor regime lie on a straight line. Spin coating
resultsinfilms which arethicker byafactor oftwoas compared to dip coating, about
thesamefactor asfor theadsorbedamount(fig.2.3).
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Figure2.5.Layerthickness ofdry films obtained after adsorption from chloroform or
spincoating as a function of N(,Na"l/3, according to the MJ scaling predictions for the
anchorregime.Squaresrefer toadsorptionfrom amelt(annealingfor 24hr. at 145°C,
circlestodipcoating (100ppm,CHC13,30min.).

Theexcellentagreement betweenexperimental results and scaling predictions for both
data sets is surprising, as the scaling prediction is based on thermodynamical
equilibrium,where atfixedchainstructuretherecanonlybeoneVvalue.Since wefind
two different Tvalues for the two preparation methods, at least one of those must
correspond to non-equilibrium. We suggest that adsorption from dilute solutions is
undersaturated and, hence, not in equilibrium because of the following reasons. The
polymers following theMJscalingpredictions are all in the anchor-dominated regime,
whichmeansthatthe surface is almost fully covered by the anchor blocks. When the
adsorption from solutionhasreached a steady state (i.e.,when the adsorbed amounts
no longer change in time) a PS/PVP chain cannot adsorb onto the surface unless
anotherpolymer chain leaves. Hence, a newly incoming polymer chain cannot adsorb
becausethere isnoavailable areaonthesurface. Inaddition,the adsorbed buoy blocks
exert a steric repulsion on incoming chains. Hence, in this method T is kinetically
trapped inalowvalue.
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Forthe adsorption from a melt casethe layer structure is different, with probably an
excess of material which has not been fully removed in the rinsing step. After
annealing abovetheTgof both blocks the system acquire a domain structure dictated
by the relative block lengths, it is likely that only parts of the anchor blocks are in
contact withthe surface.

PS

sic^^^^^^y?^^?

&fcfcfcfcl

A

B

Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of adsorbed PS/PVP after washing with fresh
solvent onto silica by(A)dipcoating and (B)adsorption from amelt.

Washing with solventwillremovenon-adsorbed andloosely attached material, but the
high coverage of the anchors blocks is apparently preserved. Washing with solvent
would givethepossibility for stretched buoyblocks,ifany, todecrease unfavourable
overlapinteractions.However, thepolymerswehaveused arealmost all in the anchor
dominated regime and therefore the overlap between the buoy blocks will be
negligible.Wetentatively concludethatinthecaseofdipcoating the adsorbed amount
is probably below the equilibrium amount, whereas for the films prepared by spin
coating it is above. A speculative and highly schematic representation of both
preparation techniques after washing isshown infig2.6.

5. Conclusions
We have studied the adsorption of PS/PVP block copolymers from a non-selective
solvent and from apolymer melt on a flat silica surface and examined the films with
AFM. The adsorbed amounts in both preparation techniques (dip-coating and
adsorption from a melt) were compared with scaling predictions. Qualitatively, there
is good agreement for both data sets. However, the adsorbed amounts and the
thicknesses obtained after adsorption from amelt is higher than after dip-coating by a
factor ofabout two. Hence, at least one (and probably both) preparations techniques
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produces non- equilibrium films. The fact that nevertheless the scaling laws apply is
an indication that both data sets are not too far from equilibrium. The equilibrium
adsorption is probably in between the situation obtained after dip-coating and
adsorption from apolymer melt.
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Chapter3Chemicallygrafted brushes

Abstract
Wehavegraftedend-functionalisedpolystyrene througha covalentbond onhydrogenterminatedsiliconand on silicasurfaces. Thereactionis carriedoutfrom a polymer
melt.Thegrafting densityof the brushespreparedfrom themelt is much higherthan
thatobtainedbyreactioninsolution. Thereactionof thevinyl-terminatedpolystyrene
takesplace atthesurfaceunderverymild conditions.Thepreparation of brushes isa
versatile 'onepot'-synthesis involving only the substrate and the vinyl-terminated
polystyrene. The method also allows to prepare bimodal (mixed) brushes from a
suitable mixture of precursors. A combined reaction of the polymers on a silica
substrate whichispartially hydrogen-terminatedshows thatpatterns can beprepared
inapolymerbrush

1 Introduction
Modification of surfaces has strong academic and industrial interest because of its
important role in modern technology. Many natural and technological materials such
as milk and paint are stabilised by special molecules to prevent aggregation.
Aggregation occurs due to the attractive forces that act between the particles in the
absence of a stabilising mechanism. Stabilisation can be obtained by electrostatic
meansandby stericinteractions oracombination oftheseeffects. Modifying a surface
bycovering itwith apolymer brush isoften very effective to stabilise the surface in a
matrix. These polymer brushes are interesting due to their effect on wetting and
relatedphenomena1'3. Highly functionalised materialscanbeprepared inthisway, and
theproperties ofthesurface canbetunedtoobtainthedesired functionalities.
One method that is often used for the preparation of brushes is the adsorption of
block copolymers onto surfaces from solution or polymer melts. If one block has a
highaffinity for the surface andtheotherblockhasnoaffinity for the surface, abrush
maybeformed bothinsolution andin a melt1'4"5. Brushes prepared in this way using
monodisperse block copolymers aremonodisperse,and the adsorbed amount depends
onthecomposition oftheblockcopolymer6"7.
Chemical grafting isanother waytopreparebrushes.Twodifferent grafting techniques
are often used. The first is grafting from a surface with reaction initiators present on
the surface and monomers present in solution. The brushes prepared inthis way are
polydisperse, and the chain length (distribution) and grafting density must be
determined indirectly afterwards, e.g., by detaching the chains and determining the
total brush mass.Thethickness of the brushes obtained,by this method may be very
large(microns)8"10.
Theotherchemical grafting techniqueis grafting to the surface. The polymers used in
this method have a reactive (end) group, which will react with surface groups. Since
thechainlength ofthepolymers canbewell controlled, thisprovides awaytoprepare
uniform and monodisperse brushes'. The purpose of this chapter is to present two
newwaysofbrushpreparationviathegrafting totechnique,namely oneonoxide free,
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hydrogen-terminated silicon and one on silica surfaces, using a vinyl group as the
reactive end group in both cases. Grafting of 1-alkenes on hydrogen-terminated
crystalline siliconsurfaces resultsintheformation of densely packed monolayers that
are covalently bound to the Si surface"'13"17. We have investigated whether this
reaction canalso beusedtoprepare dense layersofend-attached polymers.
In this chapter we report the preparation of brushes by two different reactions: (1)
between vinyl-terminated polymers (figure 3.1) and hydrogen-terminated silicon to
form an alkyl (Si-CH2) bond, and (2) vinyl-terminated polymers and silicon oxide to
form an ether (Si-O-C) linkage. When low molecular weight alkenes are grafted, the
reaction requires high reaction temperature (150-200 °C) and preferably a high
concentration of the 1-alkenel1'13"17. Therefore the reaction is usually carried out in
purealkeneorin very concentrated solutions, employing solvents with a highboiling
point.Often thisrequiresrefluxing conditions. With polymers, the use of solutions is
impractical because of the relatively large quantities of precious polymer needed.
However, volatility isneglible, sothatthereactioncanbedonedirectly inthemelt.An
important advantage of using polymer melts is also that one can get much denser
brushesthanwhen polymer brushes areprepared in solution.

-kcH2

CH-UcH2—CH2—O—C—^,

}

CH=CH 2

Figure 3.1.Vinyl-terminated polystyrene

2 Experimental method section
2.1 Materials
Vinyl-terminated polystyrene (PS) of two different molar masses and a
polydispersity index<1.2werepurchased from Polymer SourceInc.andused without
further purification. These polymers will be denoted as PS20 and PS200 (2 and 20
kg/mole,respectively).Allsolventsweredegassed and free of water. The synthesis of
thebrusheswasperformed inanoxygen- and water-free atmosphere unless otherwise
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stated. Solvent evaporation was performed under reduced pressure in a nitrogen
atmosphere.

2.2 Grafting on hydrogen-terminated silicon
Apieceofsiliconwasetched for 2mininHF(2.5%)toremovethe native oxide layer,
blown dry with nitrogen and immediately covered with a solution of the vinylterminated PS in CHC13 (14 g/1). After evaporation of the solvent a film of the
polymer remained on the surface. We perform the reaction in the melt at elevated
temperatures and spin coating the chloroform solution is only to form a thin
polymeric layer onthe surface. Thesystem washeated for 24 h at 145 °C in vacuo in
orderforthegrafting reactiontooccur.Non-grafted excess material was, subsequently
removed thoroughly by washing three times with fresh solvent. Some samples were
alsoprepared byimmersing thesiliconsamples inamesitylene solution ofthe reactive
polymer under refluxing conditions, as described by Sieval et al."'14. A polymer
concentration of 0.5 g/mlwasusedinthese experiments.

2.3 Grafting on silicon oxide surfaces
Siliconwafers withanoxidelayerofapproximately 80nm were used as substrate and
covered,inan inert atmosphere, with a solution of the vinyl-terminated PS inCHCI3
(14g/l).Again, thesolution is only to handle the polymer more easily when covering
the surface with polymeric material.After evaporation ofthe solvent, the system was
annealed in vacuo for 24 h at 145 °C. Excess material was removed by washing with
fresh solvent and the substrate wassubsequently dried inastream ofnitrogen.

2.4 Bimodal brushes
A piece of silicon was etched for 2 min in HF (2.5%), blown dry with nitrogen and
immediately covered withasolution containing a mixture of the two vinyl-terminated
polystyrenes PS2oandPS2ooina specific ratiovarying from 0 upto 100% PS2oo(w/w)
in CHCI3. The total concentration of the mixture of polymers was lmg/ml. After
evaporation ofthe solvent afilmofthepolymer remained on the surface. The system
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was annealed for 24 h at 145 °C in vacuo. After annealing, excess material was
removed thoroughly bywashing three timeswithfresh solvent.

2.5 Patterns inpolymer brushes
Apieceof siliconwasetched for 2mininHF (2.5%) and blown dry with nitrogen. A
mask was placed on the hydrogen-terminated silicon and the system was exposed to
UV-light for 5 sec in air. The blocked (non-exposed) areas are still hydrogen
terminated but the exposed areas are oxidised to silica as shown in the upper part of
figure 3.2. The substrate is then covered, in an inert atmosphere, with a solution of
the vinyl-terminated PS in CHC13 (14g/l). After evaporation of the solvent, the
system was annealed in vacuo for 24 h at 145 °C. Excess material was removed by
washing with fresh solvent and subsequently the substrate was dried in a stream of
nitrogen. The exposed areas were hydrolysed by placing the sample in boiling water
for 30 min. After drying the sample can be covered again with a vinyl terminated
polystyrene of different chain length. After annealing in vacuo for 24 h at 145 °C a
brush wasformed withthepolymer andthehydroxy1 groupsofthe silica. In this way
patternscanbemadeinapolymerbrush. Schematically thisisshowninfigure 3.2.

hv
air (5sec)
mask

HHHOOOHHHH

HHHHHHHHHH

H F

mmTm

R

boiling water

figure3.2.Reaction schema ofvinylterminated polystyrene withthe substrate
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2.6 Ellipsomctry
Thethickness ofthebrush after washing was determined by computer-controlled null
ellipsometry (Sentech SE-400) using a laser (k = 632.8 nm) and an incident angle of
70°. The ellipsometry software from Sentech was used to calculate the film
thicknesses.Therefractive index for thepolymer layerwastakenas 1.5812.

2.7AtomicForceMicroscopy
The AFM measurements were performed with a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III
AFM equipped with a scanner capable of scanning an area of 100 (im2. All AFM
measurementswereperformed inairatroomtemperature anda relative humidity level
of50-60%.Commercially availabletapping modetipswereused on cantilevers with a
resonance frequency intherangeof350-400kHz.

3 Results and discussion

Byspincoating a highly concentrated solution of functionalised PS in chloroform we
obtain arelatively thick layer(-70nm)ofend-functionalized PSontothe surface. This
layer consist of non-reacted end-functionalized PS. It is important that the reaction
takes place in an oxygen free atmosphere (because oxygen will lead to a variety of
undesired reactions) and above the glass transition temperature of the polymer (in
order to have sufficient mobility of the reactant). After annealing, the resulting layer
consists of both covalently attached polymer directly bound to the surface, and
physically adsorbed polymer ontop ofthis.
The characteristics of the polymers used for the chemical grafting and the properties
of the resulting grafted layers after removal of the physically adsorbed polymer are
listed in table 3.1.The numbers (20 and 200) in column 1 represent the number of
monomeric units inthepolymer andwillbeusedtorefer to the various samples. Two
surfaces were prepared in the melt (145 °C), and two samples were prepared in
solution (mesitylene,0.5 g/ml, 165 °C)14.
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table 3.1 characteristics ofthevinyl-terminated PSlayersonSi-H.
thickness
brush(nm)

r
mg/m2

a
nm"2

melt
PS2o-vinyl
PS20o-vinyl

2.7
19.2

3.0
21.1

0.95
0.55

solution
PS2o-vinyl
PS20o-vinyl

2.4
3.7

2.6
4.1

0.81
0.13

polymer

The grafting density (o) of the PS2o layer prepared in the melt is 0.95 nm"2, which
means that every chain has almost 1 nm2 available on the surface. At this grafting
density, the layer thickness equals 2.7 nm, which implies that every chain has on
average an extension that is about 63 % of the extended all-trans conformation
(assuming a tetrahedral angle of 109°and a bond length of 0.154 nm, PS2o is 4.3 nm
long.)ForthePS2oopolymer thegrafting density is 0.55 nm"2, and the layer thickness
equals 19.2nm.Thesechainsarestretched normaltothe surface to about 42 % of the
all-trans conformation, which is more than 2000 times the end-to-end distance in the
random coil state.

3.1 Polystyrene brushes on silica
Inthecourse of this study we found that vinyl-terminated PS also reacts with silica.
The latter reaction is reversible, so the brushes can be removed by exposing them to
boilingwaterorwater of highpH. When exposed to boiling water or basic solutions
the (mono)layer was indeed removed, which indicates that the ether linkage was
hydrolysed to the alcohol and Si-OH groups. The fact that hydroxyl groups are
involved in the reaction is supported by the following observation. When a Si-wafer
was completely dehydroxylated by heating at 500 °C for 4 h, and then covered with
the vinyl-terminated polystyrene, no reaction took place. After washing with fresh
solvent no polymer film was present on the surface indicating that hydroxyl groups
areneededforthereaction.
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table 3.2 characteristics of the vinyl-terminated PS layers adsorbed from a polymer
meltonsilica
polymer
PS20-vinyl
PS2C1o-vinyl

thickness
brush (nm)
1.3
9.8

a

mg/m2
1.5
10.9

nm"2
0.47
0.33

The characteristics of the grafted layers on silica are listed in table 3.2. The grafting
density for the reaction of PS2o-vinyl and PS2oo-vinyl on silica surfaces is 0.47 and
0.33 nm"2, respectively, which is lower than that obtained in the case of hydrogenterminated silicon.
Thedifference ingrafting densitiesforthehydrogen-terminated substrate andthe silica
substrate is probably due to the difference in the number of reactive groups on the
surface. Thenumber of Si-HgroupsonSi-H(100) is largerthan the number of Si-OH
groupsperunitareaon silica18.Thesurface topography as measured by AFM shows
that a PS2obrush prepared by adsorption from apolymer melt is homogeneous and
smooth(figure 3.3).

!

Figure 3.3.AFM imageofaPS2obrushprepared byadsorption from apolymer melt.
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table 3.3.BimodalBrushes.
Thickness(nm)

PS20(%)

PS200

0

100

19.2

20

80

12.1

50

50

7.9

80

20

3.4

100

0

2.7

(%)

The characteristics of the bimodal grafted layers on hydrogen-terminated silicon are
listed in table 3.3. The numbers in the first 2 columns represent the mol fraction
(*100%)of thepolymer. When a mixture of PS20o and PS2oin chloroform is used to
coverthesurface abimodal brushcanbemade.After evaporation of the chloroform in
an inert atmosphere the surface is fully covered with a polymeric layer in the glassy
state.After annealing abovetheglasstransitiontemperature it is likely to assume that
the brush is formed with a ratio of the two polymers that is approximately equal to
the ratio ofthepolymers inthe initial chloroform solution. The ratio of the polymers
nearthesurface willnotchangevery much compared to the bulk concentration of the
reactive end groups of both polymers. Increasing the number of grafted PS2o chains
gives a decrease of the layer thickness, as expected. As can seen from the data, the
thickness of the polymer film as function of the fraction PS2oo is not linear. This is
largely due to two effects. First, stretching occurs mainly at high grafting densities,
resulting intheobservation that only 100% PS20othe largethickness (19.2 nm) starts
to approach the length of an all-trans polymer chain (42 nm). At lower percentages
PS20othere is relatively more free space available in the top of the layers which will
yield more extensive disorder and tilting with larger percentages of the smaller PS2oSecond, the grafting densities decrease when the fraction of PS200 increases. This
suggeststhatatlowermolefractions ofPS20orelatively morePS2owillbe bound at the
surface. When the reaction with the two different polymers is performed in solution
the situation becomes even more pronounced. Small molecules can move much faster
in a liquid, so if these react instantaneously there will be relatively more small
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molecules on the surface. The layer thickness of a mixture (1:1) of both polymers
performed insolutionresulted inafilmof2.9 ran.

4 Patterns in polymer brushes
The reaction of vinyl-terminated PS with silica forms a chemical bond which can be
removedbyexposing the brush to boiling water or water of high pH. The reaction is
reversible,sothebrushesformed attheexposedareascanberemoved and replaced by
anotherpolymerby exposingthemtoboiling water or water of high pH followed by
the reaction of the vinyl terminated polystyrene. Figure 3.4a is an AFM imageof a
depressed region in a PS2o brush after placing a sample in boiling water. After the
treatment with HFthe sample waspartially exposed to UV-light in air for 5 sec. The
elevated (light) region is the polymeric brush with a thickness of 2.5 nm. The
depressed (dark) region is silica and is the area which has been exposed to the UVlight.After covering the sample with a vinyl terminated polystyrene with a different
molecular weight, the system was annealed in vacuo. After washing and drying the
samplewasexamined withAFM.Figure3.4b showsaelevated (light) region in aPS2o
brushconsisting ofPS20oand istheareawhich has been exposed to the UV-light. The
PS2oois bound to the surface via an ether linkage whereas the PS20 is bound to the
surface viaan Si-Cbond.Inthiswaypatternscanbemade inapolymerbrush.

a

b

Figure 3.4. Pattern of silicon oxide in a PS20 brush (a) and a PS200 pattern in a PS20
brush.Maximumheightdifference infigure 3.4a 10nmandin figure 3.4b 30 nm. Dark
regionsaredepressed andlightareasareelevated.
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5 Conclusions
Wehave grafted end-group functionalised polystyrene on hydrogen-terminated silicon
and silica surfaces. Brushes prepared on hydrogen-terminated silicon and silica are
attachedviaaSi-Cbond,andbrushesprepared onasiliconoxidesurface are bound via
an ether linkage. The grafting density of the brushes prepared in a polymer melt is
much higher compared to those obtained by reaction in solution. The method also
allowstopreparebimodal brushesfrom asuitable mixture of precursors. By exposing
partsofthehydrogenterminated silicontoUV-lightpatternsofsilicaor other brushes
canbemadeinapolymericbrush.
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Chapter4Wettingofbrushesbypolymermelts

Abstract
In this chapter the wettingbehaviour of a PS melt on top of a chemically identical
homodisperse brush is discussed. We report experimental results confirming the
theoreticallypredictedsurfacepatternsfor thinfilmson aflat surface. Using a nonwettable baresurfacemodifiedbyapolymer brush of varyinggrafting densities,two
wetting/dewetting transitionscanbefound.At low grafting densities of the brushthe
non wettable surface isscreenedbythebrush and themodifiedsurface can bemade
wettable. Thesecondwettingtransitionoccursathighgraftingdensitiesand isaresult
of theincompatibility of thegrafted chains or adsorbed and the free chains.Scaling
lawsfor bothtransitionsare comparedwiththeexperimental results. Self-consistentfieIdcalculationsarecarriedouttocalculate thecontactangleofapolymer dropleton
achemicallyidenticalbrush.

1Introduction
Wetting phenomena control many processes, not only in technological applications
suchaspainting, lubrication, flotation, but also in agricultural and biology (insecticide
sprays,breathing.) In many of the technological applications the successful design of
materials requires the modification of thermodynamic properties, such as the
interfacial tension.Afundamental understanding ofthesethermodynamic properties is
therefore required.
Whenaliquidisplaced on a flat solid surface, it may show two types of equilibrium
situations: partial wetting or complete wetting. In the case of complete wetting, the
situation of lowest free energy is a continuous liquid film on the substrate, whereas
partialwetting impliescoexistence between droplets and an (almost) dry state. In the
latter case, a continuous liquid film is unstable or metastable and will dewet when
allowed to relax towards its thermodynamic equilibrium. The initially flat film will
eventually break up into droplets with a specific contact angle.The break-up process
of metastable films has been studied extensively and is now reasonably well
understood1"3. Experiments withpolymeric liquids have shown that not only droplets
can be formed but that a variety of surface patterns can appear, ranging from
macroscopic droplets to holes in equilibrium with droplets4"9. Theoretical models
describing how these morphologies and patterns develop during dewetting have
recently become available10"13. These models, and the calculations based on them,
provide a correlation between the interfacial interactions and the time evolution of
localfilm thicknesses.
The wetting behaviour of a polymer melt onto a surface can be modified by a brush
attached to the substrate514"15. For example, a partially wet surface can be made
completely wetting by means ofapolymer brushthat is compatible with the melt5. It
isalso possible, by an appropriate choice of the brush, to obtain the opposite effect,
i.e., a transition from complete to partial wetting. In this chapter we discuss the
specialcasewherethebrush andthemeltare chemically identical, so that the relevant
variablesarethelengthof the chains and the number of attached chains per unit area,
referred toasthe grafting density.
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The consequences of grafting chains on a solid surface were first discussed by
Alexander and de Gennes16'17. They used a scaling approach in which a constant
density is assumed throughout the brush: all the brush chains are assumed to be
equally stretched andtoend atadistance from the substrate equal to the thickness of
the brush. Such a treatment clearly neglects the entropy associated with the spatial
distribution of chain ends. Some ten years later, a numerical self-consistent-field
calculation was reported in which the density profile is no longer assumed to be a
block profile and where the end points of the chains are distributed throughout the
brush18.Analytical equationsbasedonasimilarmodelweredevelopedbyMilner etal.
and by Zhulina et al.19"21. Since then, polymer brush models have been extended to
many cases,e.g.,polydispersebrushes20,22andchargedbrushes23"25.
Inthischapter, we report a complete set of experiments on the wetting behaviour of
brushsurfaces byapolymer melt andwecompare the results with theoretical models.
Thebrushesusedintheexperiments were prepared in two ways, either by adsorbing
block copolymers onto the surface, or by chemical grafting of end-functionalised
polystyrene on the surface. We focus on the effects of the chain length P of the
polymer meltandthegrafting density o ofthebrush. Wethus obtain a phase diagram
inthe(P,a) plane.Theremainder ofthis chapter is organised as follows. In section 2
wediscusstheoretical results. We first develop some simple scaling relations for two
wetting transitions, one from partial to complete wetting at low o (section 2.1), and
one from complete to partial wetting at higher a (section 2.2). In section 2.3 we
presentnumerical calculations obtainedwithanSCF-model.After ashort experimental
part (section 3),wepresent in section 4 the results, which are interpreted in the light
ofthetheoretical predictions.

2. Theory
2.1 Scaling law for the first wetting transition
We consider the situation of a substrate that is initially partially wetted by the
polymer melt. By attaching chains that can mix with the melt, the wettability is
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improved andat some grafting density a" complete wetting is obtained. The nonwettingregionbounded by CJ=0and0=0* will bedenoted astheallophobic regime:
the melt does not like the chemically different surface. In order to develop an
expressionfora', wefirstconsider thebare surface (o=0).
The spreading coefficient S is a parameter used to characterise the wettability ofa
surface. It isdefined asthedifference ofthe surface tensions of the initial and final
situationasdepictedinfigure 4.1. This liquidfilmmaybeunstable ormetastableand
candewet.
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Figure4.1. Schematicalrepresentationoftherelevant surface tensionsinthecaseof(a)
a solid-vapour (sv)interface and(b) amacroscopic layer onthesurface, with solidliquid(si)andliquid-vapour (lv)interfaces.
Generally,Sisdefined by
S=Y „ - ( Y „ + Y * )

(4.1)

where Yivis the liquid-vapour surface tension, Ysithe liquid-solid interfacial tension
and Ysvthe solid-vapour surface tension. Complete wetting of the liquid on the
substrateoccursifS>0anddewetting (partial wetting) implies ifS <0.InourcaseS
is negative forabare surface, it increases with a, andit reaches S = 0 at the critical
grafting density a*.At this critical grafting density the surface istransformed from a
non-wettable to a wettable surface. In partial wetting situations a macroscopic
equilibrium contact angle8ofthedroplets canbemeasured. Thespreading coefficient
inthispartial wetting situationcanbeexpressedinterms ofYiv andthecontact angle8,
whichobeysYoung's law y,vcosS=ysv - YJ(.
5 = Y, V (COS8-1)
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(4.2)

Wewill denote S for a bare surface asS0,and the corresponding contact angle as SoGrafting chains on such a surface will increase the wettability, i.e. increase S. At
sufficiently highadsorbed amounts orgrafting densities,the svsurface is fully covered
withcollapsed coils(seefigure 4.2a).Immersingthesubstrate in a chemically identical
polymer melt,thechaindissolvesandgainsconformational entropy (figure 4.2b).

^/^/^/T/T/^^A

sv

Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of modified surfaces and the interfacial tensions
of (a) collapsed brush-vapour interface and(b)brushimmersed inamelt.

Thetotalfree energy change AF dueto the attached polymers has two contributions:
onefrom themixingoftheattached chains with the free chains (AF"1"), and one from
the swelling of the (initially collapsed) attached chain to an attached random coil
(AF™"7).Themixingentropy gainofone free andsinglechain inapolymermeltcanbe
calculated usingtheFlory-Hugginstheory26.

S'^/o^/o'>o^nrie It

N

Figure 4.3. Schematic representation of the entropy of mixingfor a free chain, (a) is
before mixingand(b)isafter mixing.
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Considera single,freeand collapsed chain with thickness 1and length N (in units of
the monomer length a) as depicted in figure 4.3. Immersing this chain in a polymer
melt with thickness d, containing Nd sites and Nd/Pmelt chains, we can express the
mixingfreeenergyas
AFfr"

, 1
Nd, d
=In
+ In
kT
d+l P d+\
Here, P is the length of the polymer chains in the melt (in monomeric units). The

(4.3)

mixingentropy of the chain according to equation 4.3 is an overestimate, due to the
fact that we did not take into account that the polymer is grafted onto the surface,
bothin the reference state and in the final situation. The mixingentropy of agrafted
chain inapolymer melt isfound after correcting:
AF-ix=AF^+(AFbmsh-AFref)
Here, AFbrush isthecorrection duetografting inthemixed state(figure 4.3 b) and AFref
the analogous correction for the reference state (figure 4.3 a); both corrections are
positive.

melt

N

Figure4.4. Schematic representation oftheentropy of mixing for a attached chain, (a)
isbefore mixingand(b)isaftermixing.

These corrections aresimply related totherelativereduction in available space for the
end point, and we find AFref =kT\nN and AFbrusll = kT]n[N(d +l)], respectively, so
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(4.4)

thattheterm inbrackets inequation (4.4) equals kTln(d +1).Hence, the first term in
equation(4.3)cancels:
AFm,x Nd, d
=— I n
kT
P d+l

(4.5)

Whenacollapsedchainisimmersedin apolymer melt, the chain can swell depending
on the solvent quality. In our case the attached chain and the polymer melt are
identicalandachainbecomes a Gaussian coil with a radius of gyration of R= Nll2a.
Theradiusofgyration of a coil inthe collapsed reference state is RQ= N>na. Hence,
the swelling coefficient a (withrespecttotherandom coil state) isgivenby27
2
a

tf
(N'Og)2
1
=~T = 7
vT = —T7T
2
i,2
in

^

(N af

(4-6)

N

andthe associated free energy for cc«l equals27
AFcon{__ 1
~ 1 =-N~in
kT
a

(4.7)

Combining equation(4.5)and(4.7),wearriveat
AF =
kT

^^AF^=Nd]n^_Nin
P d+l

kT

Equation (4.8)for l/c?«l maybe simplified by expanding the logarithmic term up to
firstorder in \ld. Theresult is

*Z=J!L+ Nu>)
kT

\P

(4.9)

J

Attaching a chainsper unit area onto the surface will increase the difference ysl - ysv
inequation(4.1)bya(negative) amount cAF, decreasing S by the same amount, lead
toanfree energy gain(ofentropicorigin)perunit area of oAF""x. The critical grafting
density (o*)atwhich5 = 0 transforms the non-wettable surface to a wettable surface.
Thewetting criterion S- 0at rj=a*isthus
S= S0-a'AF =0

(4.10)
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Substituting equation 4.2 and 4.9 in equation 4.10 we obtain for the critical grafting
density
-Y t (cos8.-l)

The surface tension Yivgenerally increases with increasing molar mass (i.e., with P).
However,thevariation ofthis surface tensionasfunction ofthemolecularweight isno
more than a few percent and therefore not taken into account in the present scaling
approach.

2.2 Scaling law for the second wetting transition
At high a, a second transition may occur due to the expulsion of free chains from a
densebrush. Wetherefore considerthefree energy ofachain inabrush17,28
F H2
kT alN

a'N2a
PH

(4.12)

Again,Nisthenumber ofmonomeric units inthebrush,a the length of a monomer, P
the degree of polymerization of the polymer melt and o the grafting density (nm"2).
The parameter H is the thickness of the brush. The first term in equation 4.12
representsthe elastic contribution, andthesecondtermdescribesthemixing ofthe free
meltwiththebrush. Minimalisation ofthefree energy with respect to H gives for the
brushheight
H=asl3Nrl'W3
Increasing the grafting density (creating a denser brush) leads to an increase in brush
height.DecreasingthelengthPofthepolymer meltfacilitates the interpenetration and
results in increased swelling of the brush and a concomitant increase of the brush
height.
Theaveragebrush density <(p > ofthebrush canbewritten as
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(4.13)

NCTfl3

<(p>=

,. ,,,

(4.14)
H

3

whereNo is the collapsed volume of one chain. When the brush in contact with the
meltis fully collapsed (no penetration of the melt chains into the brush, <cp> = 1),
thisvolumeequalsHa"1where a"1 isthearea per chain. When penetration of the melt
chainstakesplace, <tp > issmallerthanunity andH is correspondingly higher due to
the swelling accompanyingtheinterpenetration. Inserting Hfrom eq.(4.13) into (4.14)
we find

<cp>=(aa 2 ) 2/ V 3

(4.15)

Note that <cp>doesnot depend onN.
We now consider the wetting behaviour. We may expect that, for wetting to occur,
some interpenetration is necessary. Non-wetting corresponds to a fully collapsed
brush with <(p > = 1 and no interpenetration.
Wedenote the grafting density at the second (autophobic) wetting transition as a".
The name expresses the dislike of free melt chains for chemically identical brush
chains, for entropic reasons. A reasonable estimate for a" is obtained by assuming
<(p > = 1 at o =o". Thiscondition gives

a"-J-

(4.16)
HP

Wethus find that the grafting density ofthebrush atthe autophobic wetting transition
should scale asthe square root of IIP.We finally note that, for largeP our equations
(4.11) and (4.16) would imply that a* and a" should eventually cross at
P* ~(o"*a2) • Hence,for sufficiently largeP(atfixedN),the complete wetting regime
may eventually disappear.
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Figure 4.9. Calculated contact angle for different lengths P of the polymer melt as
function ofthegrafting density,onabrush withTV=200.

Contactanglesofafree polymermelt on surfaces with terminally grafted chains were
calculated using formula 4.17.Figure4.9showssomeresultsforapolymer droplet on
abrush withN= 200.Atlowgrafting density (allophobic region) the contact angleis
highand essentially independentofthemolarmass ofthe melt. Increasing the grafting
density to approximately 0* = 2 results in complete wetting. At higher grafting
densities ofthe brush, anon-zero contact angle reappears at 9**and then starts to
increaseduetothe expulsion ofthefree melt out ofthe brush. This isthe autophobic
region.Withdecreasing chain length ofthe free polymer, the interval (9*,9") where
there is complete wetting increases. Beyond 0**, the contact angle increases with
increasing grafting density upto aplateau value of= 18°for allmolecular weights.A
polymer meltwithP=50does not reach the autophobic region intherange of figure
4.9butthe autophobic wetting transition should occur at high grafting densities (9g>
60).
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400

Figure4.10.Calculatedwetting/dewettingdiagram for a polymer brush with N = 100.
Theinset showsmoredetailaroundP=P*.

From plots like figure 4.9 the values of 0*(= o'N) and 9"(= o"N) can be found for
any value of P. In this way we can obtain a theoretical phase diagram as shown in
figure 4.10.Ascanbeseenfrom thefigure, thetwowetting transitions intersect (0* =
0"). Inthis case (N= 100)this intersection is at P* =333.Beyond P*, the substrate
willdewet for allgrafting densitiesof the brush. For P <P the contact angle is finite
atlowo, it iszerofor a*<a <a", and itincreasesagain for a> a". ForP> P there
is no complete wetting window anymore, and 8(o) shows a minimum, but remains
finite. This confirms our earlier conclusion based on scaling approach (see the
discussion belowequation 4.16).
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3. Experimental
3.1 Materials
As substrates, we used either silicon wafers with an oxide layer of approximately 80
nm(prepared bythermal oxidation) or hydrogen terminated silicon wafers, depending
on the technique used to prepare brushes. PS does not wet oxidised silicon wafers,
whereashydrogenated (passivated) Siseemstobecompletely wettedbyPS.

3.2 Preparation of brushes
Brushes with relatively low grafting density were prepared by adsorbing poly-4vinylpyridine-polystyrene (PVP/PS) block copolymers on oxidized silicon. The
adsorption was carried out using either dipcoating in a dilute solution (using a nonselective solvent) oradsorption from themelt,depending onthedesired density of the
brush.Adetailed description isgivenelsewhere34.
Inordertoobtaindense brushes, we applied chemical grafting of vinyl-terminated PS
(figure 4.11) on hydrogen-terminated silicon to form an alkyl (Si-CH2-) bond. The
reaction can be done either from solution or directly from the melt. An important
advantage of using polymer melts for this reaction is that one can get much denser
brushes than with grafting from solution. Weused two PS samples with a different
degreeofpolymerization (20 and 200, respectively). The polymers are referred to as
PS with a subscript indicating the number of monomeric units. The highest grafting
density (a) ofthePS2olayer is 0.95 nm"2, (i.e.,every chain has 1.05 nm2 available on
the surface) and the thickness is 3.0 nm. For PS2oothis was 0.55 nm'2, with a layer
thicknessof 19.2nm.Adetailed description ofthechemicalgrafting method isgivenin
chapter335.
CH=CH 2

Figure 4.11. Vinylterminated polystyrene
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3.3 Overlayers
PS overlayers on the brashes were made by spincoating the polymer from CHCI3 at
3000 rpm, using appropriate concentrations (1-5 mg/ml). The thickness of the dry
polymer layer wasdetermined by computer-controlled null ellipsometry (Sentech SE400). The refractive index for X = 632.8 nm was taken as 1.5836. The AFM
measurements were performed with a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III AFM
equipped with a scanner, capable of scanning an area of 100 um2. All AFM
measurements were performed in air at room temperature and a relative humidity of
50-60%. Commercially available tapping-mode tips were used on cantilevers with a
resonance frequency inthe range of 350 - 400 kHz. The sample surfaces were stored
invacuo atatemperature (145°C),wellbeyondtheTg of PS (~100°C). After 12 days
the samples were quenched to room temperature and the surface topography of the
top films was investigated by means ofAFM.

4. Results & discussion
4.1 PS layer on a chemical identical brush
Our brush preparation methods givethe possibility to make a whole variety of PS
brushes, ranging from very dilute to very dense. We will now focus on the wetting
behaviour of a PS overlayer on these PS brushes. Previous studies considered the
effect ofthebrush lengthNandthefree chainlengthP on wetting, but disregarded the
grafting density a14. From these studies, it was concluded that the wetting-dewetting
transition isonly afunction oftheratioN/P.Inthis chapter we donot only vary Pbut
alsothegrafting density o ofthebrush andthefilm thickness dofthe melt.
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Figure 4.11. AFM images of a PS melt (Mn = 183kg/mole) onto a PS brush. Image
10x10 urn2, maximum height difference between the dark depressed regions and the
elevatedbrightpatches 30nm.(a)dewetting,(b) 'holes+hills',(c) 'hills', (d) wetting,
(e) 'hills',(f) 'holes+hills',(g)dewetting.From left toright o increases: o = 0.09 (a),
0.19(b),0.21 (c),0.35 (d),0.50 (e),0.52 (f). 0.95nm"2.

Figure4.11 shows sevenrepresentative AFM images (a-g) obtained for PSfilmswith
Mn= 183kg/moleonbrusheswithanincreasing grafting density of the PS brush. The
brightareasareelevated, andthe darkerpatchesdepressed regions.Averydilutebrush
isseeninfigure 4.11a:a is low (0.09 nm"2), the PSfilmis unstable and dewets. We
observe a surface covered with small polymeric droplets. The contact angle can be
estimated tobeabout 20°.Complete wetting is found for abrush with a = 0.35 nm"2
(figure 4.11 d). At very high amounts of grafted PS onto the surface (o = 0.95 nm"2,
figure 4.11g),thefree PSfilmisunstableanddewets.
The cross-over between these three major regimes is characterised by two narrow
intermediate regimes around the transition from partial to complete wetting. These
two regimes are present on both wetting (figure 4.11b,c) dewetting (figure 4.11e,f)
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transitions.Incasesb(o=0.19nm"2)and f(o = 0.52 nm"2) the film has developed a
largenumber ofbothdropletsontopofthefilmand depressionsbelow it. Werefer to
this situation as 'holes and hills'. In cases c (a = 0.21 nm"2) and e (o = 0.50 nm"2 )
droplets ('hills') have appeared on top of a smooth film of free PS but there are no
depressions.Thedevelopment oftheseintermediate surface patterns inthin films on a
flatsurface willbediscussedinsection4.2.
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Figure 4.12. Wetting phase diagram of a PSmelt of varying Mn onto a PS brush of
varying grafting density a after annealing 12 days at 145°C under reduced pressure.
Theinitialfilmthicknessinallexperiments is5nm±0.1 nm.

We repeated the experiments with PS of different Mn, spanning a range of 1-104
kg/mole.The resultsaresummarized in the (cr,P) phase diagram given in figure 4.12.
Regions of complete wetting, partial wetting and the intermediate regimes are
indicated. The two intermediate regimes occur in narrow bands, both at the first
transition (o=0.19nm"2), and atthe second transition (a ~ 0.55 nm"2 for high M n ).
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Forthefirstwetting transition (a*),themolarmassofthefree PShashardly an effect,
whichagreeswitheq.(4.11)for largeP. This may suggest that kinetic factors are not
relevantand thatthe system isprobably closetothermodynamic equilibrium.
Wenow compare the experimental data for the wetting transitions with the scaling
predictions (equation (4.11)and (4.16)).Experimentally, the wetting transition at low
a occursatagrafting density around 0.15chains/nm2.Equation(4.11)predictsavalue
of-0.08 chains/nm2 (for largeP).Takingintoaccountthatthisscalinglaw was derived
from very simple arguments for very diluted brushes, it describes the first wetting
transition from the allophobic region to complete wetting remarkably well (figure
4.13).
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Figure 4.13. Comparison of experimental and theoretical wetting phase diagram.
Experimental resultsareobtained from figure 4.12.Themolarmass of P* is converted
to the number of monomelic units of the brush. The solid curves are the theoretical
predictions.

Infigure 4.13 we have also plotted the experimental data of o " (figure 4.12) and the
scalingresult(equation 4.16). This latter scaling law is derived for dense brushes and
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describes the second wetting transition towards autophobic dewetting very well. We
conclude that there is good agreement between experiment and theory within the
experimental window. From theory we would expect to loose the complete wetting
regime when the two curves in figure 4.13 cross at very high P. We have no
experimental data,however,tocheckthisprediction.
Infigure 4.14theinfluence oftheinitialfilmthicknessdofthefreePSasfunction of a
is shown. As can be seen, both wetting transitions depend slightly on d, but with
opposite trends. For example, at a = 0.14 nm"2 and d = 2 nm there is complete
wetting; increasing d to 9 nm leads to partial wetting (see the arrow a—»b infigure
4.14). The allophobic transition from dewetting to wetting shifts at increasing film
thickness to higher a. In contrast, the autophobic transition shifts to lower a with
increasingd. Uponpassingthroughthetransition,the typical patterns as discussed in
figure 4.11 are seen again. Apparently, the 'wetting window' in a becomes narrower
asthefilmbecomesthicker.
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Figure 4.15.Schematic representation of a polymer brush covered with a polymer
melt, (a)Dilute brush covered with avery thin layer offreechains. All these chains
canmake contact withthe attached chains,(b)Dilutebrush covered with athick layer
offree chains.Thesurface will dewetduetothenon-wettablesurface, (c)Dense brush
covered with avery thin layer offree chains. Allthese chains canpenetrate into the
brush,leadingto wettable surface, (d)Dense brush covered with athick layer of free
chains. The surface will dewet dueto the entropic difference between thefreeand
grafted chains.
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The following scenario for this film thickness dependence seems plausible. Starting
with avery dilute brush and a very thin overlayer (point a in figure 4.14), the whole
overlayer canbeusedtoswelltheattached chainsonthe surface. Theresult is that the
intrinsicnon-wettablesurface showswettingbehaviour.Basically, there is not enough
freepolymer available to form droplets. Schematically this is shown in figure 4.15a.
Increasingthethicknessoftheoverlayer topointbinfigure4.14resultsina dewetting
behaviour. Inthis casepart of the overlayer is used to swell the brush and the excess
of the layer experiences a non-wettable surface, eventually resulting in dewetting of
thesurface (figure 4.15b).Startingwithadense brush and a very thin overlayer (point
c infigure4.14), all the chains of the free melt can penetrate into the brush and the
brush swells(seefigure4.15c).Increasing the thickness of the overlayer to point d in
figure 4.14 results again in a dewetting behaviour (figure 4.15d). In this case a small
fraction oftheoverlayer canpenetrate into the brush and the excess material displays
autophobic behaviour.

4.2 Pattern formation around wetting transition
We have observed in our experiments that both the allophobic and the autophobic
wettingtransition arecharacterised bytwointermediateregimes(figure 4.11).The first
intermediate regime corresponds to coexistence of two thicknesses: a thin polymer
film on top of the brush and droplets of bulk liquid. In the second regime three
thicknesses occur simultaneously: macroscopic droplets, nearly dry surface and a
mesoscopic thin polymeric film. Similar patterns have been observed for films in a
electricalfieldand are very likely a consequence of the way instabilities in the film
develop37. Simulations of instabilities in dewetting films have recently become
available10"13.Inthese calculationsthepredictionsof the surface patterns in thin films
on a flat surface are based on linear stability analysis, leading to an equation for the
evolution of a thin film. This equation is derived from the Navier-Stokes equation
applied tothe growth of instabilities of the thin film with the surface tension and the
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disjoining pressureofthefilm asdrivingforces.Forthespecial casewhere there was a
double minimum in the free energy curve as a function of the thickness, the
calculations gave the following results10. Thick films become rough and
disproportionated by creating cylindrical holes. With increasing annealing time the
holesgrowinsize until they touch, leading to a polygonal network of liquid ribbons.
Eventually these ribbons decay into droplets due to the well known instabilities of a
ridge. Films thinner than those corresponding to spinodal minimum decay into
dropletsviaaspinodal dewetting mechanism. Films of intermediate thickness show a
variety of structures on the substrate. These structures can be modified not only by
changing the film thickness but also by changing the free energy curve. Our
experiments shows structures very similar tothose obtained bythis stability analysis,
indicating thatthepattern formation maywellbedueto a double minimum in thefree
energy. Indeed, such a double minimum in the free energy was found in our selfconsistent-field calculations5,thus supporting this explanation.
5 Conclusions
We have studied the wetting behaviour of a polymer film on a surface carrying a
polymerbrushofthe samematerial,asfunction ofthebrush grafting density andchain
length of the free polymer. From a simple scaling analysis we find that if the bare
surface ispartially wet (i.e.,hasafinite contactangle),abrushmaycausetwowetting
transitions:one from partialtocompletewetting atlowgrafting density, and one back
from complete topartial wetting athighgrafting density.The region of partial wetting
at low grafting density we call the allophobic regime, the second region of partial
wetting at high grafting density is the autophobic regime. The lower transition
(allophobic to complete) occurs at anearly constant grafting density, independent of
the molar mass P of the free chains. In contrast, the grafting density at the upper
transition (complete to autophobic) varies as P~112,As a consequence, we predict an
intersection point ofthetwotransitions athigh P,where the complete wetting regime
thus ends. All these scaling predictions are confirmed by numerical self-consistentfield calculations.
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Wehave experimentally investigated films of PS on PS brushes. These brushes were
prepared either by adsorption of poly-4-vinyl-pyridine-polystyrene

block

copolymers or by chemical reaction of end-functionalised polystyrene. The
experiments fully confirmed theexistence ofthetwowettingtransitions, separating an
allophobic, a complete wetting and an autophobic regime. The dependences of the
transitions onthegrafting density andthemolarmassPwas as expected. However, in
theexperimentstheendof the complete wetting regime at highP was not reached. A
weak dependence ofthetransitions onthefilmthicknessdwasobserved for which no
quantitativetheory isavailable,butwhichcouldbequalitatively explained.
Around thewettingtransitions,peculiarpatternsare formed which were concluded to
besignaturesofthedestabilisation process which is driven by the disjoining pressure
in the film. In line with recent calculations reported in literature, the occurrence of
droplets in equilibrium with depressed regions was described to the presence of two
minima in the free energy as function of thefilmthickness. Such a double minimum
wasindeed found inself-consistent-field calculations,thussupporting thisconclusion.
This work was supported Financially from the Dutch National Research School
Polymeren-PTN. Discussions with prof. A. Skvortsov (St. Petersburg) are gratefully
acknowledged.
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Chapter5 Wettingtransitioninapolymerbrush:
Polymerdropletcoexistingwithtwofilmthicknesses

Abstract
We havesystematicexperimentalobservations thatjust belowthewettingtransition of
apolystyrene(PS)meltontoa substratecoveredbya poly-4-vinylpyridine-PS (PVP/
PS)di-blockcopolymertherecanbea macroscopicdropletand two coexisting layer
thicknesses ofPS.Inaddition to theusual macroscopicdropletand a microscopically
thinfilmat thesubstrate (typicalfor partial wetting),a second mesoscopically thick
film isselected. Thisfilmisapolymer 'brush' of order 10nm thickswollen withfree
PSchains.Thepresenceofthisextramesoscopically thickfilmproves that the wetting
behaviournear thewettingtransition isricherthanpredicted bytheclassical wetting
theory. Thedisjoiningpotentialprofile must beafunction withtwo localminimanear
the surface instead ofjust one. Wehave seen the selectionof this mesoscopic film
thickness in the dewetiingbehaviour of an unstable spin-coated film of PS on the
brushedinterface. Theselfconsistentfieldtheoryappliedto thisproblem shows thata
mesoscopicallythick film may indeedbe trapped in a brush: there is a prewetting
transition incombination withpartialwetting.

1 Introduction
Recently itwas found for thewetting ofpentane onwater that a macroscopic droplet
in equilibrium with a microscopically thin film transforms by way of a first-order
transition to a macroscopic thick droplet in equilibrium with a mesoscopic film1. At
the transition temperature three states coexist: a macroscopic droplet, a
mesoscopically and a microscopically thin film. These observations have been
explained by the hypothesis that there are substrate interactions on two separate
length scales. At the first-order transition the short-ranged forces indicate wetting,
whereasatthatpointthelongerrangedVanderWaalsforces aresuchthatthe vapourpentane and pentane-water interfaces are attractive. These attractive Van der Waals
forces prevent the unbounded growth of the wetting film (partial wetting). The
wettingtransition occurred atsomehighertemperature whentheVanderWaals forces
changed sign.Thewetting transition was shown to be of the second-order type. The
temperature dependence of the Van der Waals forces is of course highly specific and
onecan not systematically vary parameters in this system in order to play with the
coexistence ofthethreephases norwith the wetting transition. Wediscuss a system
which resembles the pentane-water system in some respects. In the alkane-water
system,recent studieshave shown thatvarying the salt concentration inthewater has
allowed one to shift the thin-thick transition and the critical wetting2. We propose
that a polymer brush may introduce a new length scale to an interfacial system, by
means of the brush height H. This new length scale may similarly to the pentanewater case trigger equally interesting wetting behaviour: there are short-ranged
interactions of a wetting component with the underlaying substrate, and effectively
longerrangedinteractionsof a wetting component with apolymer brush. As a result
we find that two film thicknesses can coexist with a macroscopic droplet in the
system at a temperature below the wetting transition. The main advantage of the
brushoverthepentane-water systemisthatinthebrush systemthereareanumber of
experimentally accessibleparameterstosystematically investigate this highly unusual
phenomenon. Wehave found wetting transitions, but more precise experiments are
needed topointtotheorder ofthem.In our discussion we will focus on the partially
wetcasesandinparticular totheregion wherethereare three coexisting phases at the
surface.
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2 Experimental
Silicon wafers with an oxide layer of approximately 80 run, prepared by thermal
oxidation, were used as substrate. Brushes were prepared by spin coating from
concentrated solutions in a volatile, non-selective solvent (chloroform, 3000 RPM
10g/l)ofPS/PVP,followed by annealing for 24 hours at 145 °C in vacuo. In order to
obtain a single adsorbed layer, excess material was removed by washing with fresh
solvent. Finally,samplesweredriedwithnitrogen. FilmsofPSof varying molar mass
were spincoated from CHC13 (1 mg/ml, 3000 RPM) over the treated surfaces, the
thickness of the dry polymer layer was determined by computer-controlled null
ellipsometry (Sentech SE-400). The refractive index for X =632.8 nm was taken as
1.583.and subsequently stored at 145 °C in vacuo. After 12 days, the samples were
quenched toroomtemperature andthe surface topography ofthetop films, which are
onaverage 5nmthick, wasinvestigated bymeans of AFM. The AFM measurements
were performed with a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III AFM equipped with a
2
scannercapableofscanning anareaof 100urn . All measurements were performed in
air at room temperature and a relative humidity level of 50-60%. Commercially
available tapping mode tips were used on cantilevers with a resonance frequency in
therangeof350-400kHz.

3 Results and discussion
A PS melt on inorganic substrates shows partial wetting. In an attempt to prepare
stablefilmsofPSonto such substrates, we have used a set of diblock copolymers of
(PVP/PS) of varying block lengths to modify the surface of oxidised silicon wafers.
ThePVPblock servesasthe'anchor'block,because itfirmlyadheres to the substrate;
the PSblock stands away from the substrate and is usually denoted as buoy. Hence,
polyvinyl pyridine films are obtained with a varying density of end-attached
polystyrene chains on top. For a surface treated with poly-4-vinylpyridine (PVP)
only, ordinary dewetting occurs. That is, the usual pattern is observed of nucleation
of holes in the film surrounded by a rim4"6. The holes grow according to a wellestablished rate law, until the rims touch, forming a kind of tessellation pattern.
Finally the rims break up into droplets just like a liquid jet breaks up due to the
Rayleigh instability.
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One expects that the end-attached polystyrene introduced by replacing
polyvinylpyridine by the diblock copolymer will promote the wetting of the treated
surface by polystyrene so that, with increasing surface density of these chains, a
transition from partialtocompletewettingoccurs.Of course, this transition is driven
by the tendency of the grafted and the free chains to mix.Theoretical considerations
haveshownthatavery densepacking ofgrafted chainshampersthefavourable mixing
of free and end-attached chains because it largely suppresses conformational degrees
of freedom7'8. Therefore, one expects that at very high grafting density there is a
second transition towards anon-wetting system7.
Someyears ago, experiments were reported that confirmed the stabilizing action of
end-attached chainsonawetting film910. Unstable films at high grafting density were
then not observed. We have now revised the system of refs. 9 and 10 paying
particular attention to the first wetting transition, and it turns out that new and
unexpected phenomenaoccur aroundthattransition.
Theamountsof copolymer adsorbed ontoa silica wafer are presented infigure2.1 in
chapter 2 (dashed line) as a function of the block length ratio v. A characteristic
pattern isobtained111213 with a pronounced maximum around v ~ 0.1 where longPS
blocks are anchored by short PVP blocks, giving a dense brush with a substantial
adsorbed amount. TotherightofthismaximumthePSblocks become shorter and the
PVPblocks longer,withtheeffect that the total amount of polymer, and the amount
of PS per unit area decrease. To the left the PVP blocks become too short to keep
many molecules firmly anchored; therefore F decreases at v = 0: (for pure PS) no
adsorption occurs. The pattern described here is precisely as found by theoretical
treatments131415. Inthe terminology of Joanny and Marques the maximum separates
tworegimes,the'buoy dominated' (lowv) andthe 'anchor dominated' (high v) regime.
(Wenote inpassing that adsorbed layerscan also be prepared by an alternative route
of adsorption from dilute (non-micellar) solution by dipcoating. This leads to lower
adsorbed masses than for the spin-coating/annealing/rinsing procedure, but with a
similarv-dependence, seefigure 2.1chapter2).
Figure 5.1 shows four representative images (a-d) obtained for PS films with Mn =
183 kg/mole and 4 different block copolymer sublayers, with increasing amounts r r e
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of grafted PS per unit area. The bright areas are elevated, and the darker patches
depressedregions.

c

d

Figure 5.1.AFMimagesofPS(183kg/mole)onto a PVP/PS brush after annealing for
12 days at 145°C; The numbers after PVP/PS represent the molecular weight of the
blocks (in units of kg/mole) (a) dewetting PVP/PS (20/20) r p s is 1.8 mg/m2, (b)
'holes +hills' PVP/PS (13/32) Tps 4.0 mg/m2,(c) 'hills' PVP/PS (21/48) I > s is 4.3
mg/m2, (d) wetting PVP/PS (21/194) r > s is 7.3 mg/m2. Images 25*25um2, height
30nm.
Case a is as expected: Tps is low (1.8 mg/m2), the film is unstable and dewets. We
observe a surface covered with many small droplets separated by 'dry' PVP surface;
thecontactanglecanbeestimated tobeabout 20°, about the same as PS on glass4.A
characteristic cross-section height profile is given in figure 5.2a. Case d, the other
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extreme, is also straightforward: r p s is high and a stable, featureless film is found:
complete wetting.

?0
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Figure 5.2. Cross-sections, showing height profiles, (a) dewetting, (b) 'holes + hills'
and(c) 'hills'.

Thesurprises are incases b and c. In b (r p s = 4.0 mg/m ), the originally smoothfilm
hasdeveloped anumber of circular droplets surrounded byadepression. Itseems asif
there has been nucleation of droplets which then accumulated some polymer from
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their immediate surroundings.Across-section, showing this unusual height profile, is
given in figure 5.2b. In case c (at Tps = 4.3 mg/m2, i.e. only slightly higher) the
depressions have disappeared altogether, but randomly distributed droplets have
appeared on top of a smooth film of PS. An example of a droplet height profile is
showninfigure 5.2c.
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Figure 5.3.Experimentaldataof a PSfilmon top of a PVP/PS brush annealed for 12
days at 145 °C. Dewetting was observed for triangles, 'holes + hills' correspond to
circles,squaresrefer to 'hills' andcrossescorrespondtowetting.
Whatcausesthese striking phenomena? First,onemaywonder whether the structures
observed are controlled by thermodynamic or by kinetic factors. We therefore
repeated theexperiments withPSofdifferent Mn,spanning arangeof 10-104 kg/mole.
Allresultsaresummarized infigure 5.3where we indicate each experiment as a point
characterized by its Tps (grafted) and its M ps (free). This is a magnification of the
wetting dewetting transition of figure 4.12 in chapter 4. Regions of stable (complete
wetting)films(x)corresponding tocased of figure. 5.1,'hills' ( • ) , 'hills + holes' (O)
and 'holes' (A) are indicated. It is readily seen that the two new 'regimes' occur in
narrowbands between the common unstable and stable regimes, in roughly the same
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Tpsranges, irrespective of M ps . Thermodynamic considerations gives us a linewhere
three states are simultaneously in equilibrium. However, near this line each of the
three states is at least locally stable and therefore these states are observable
simultaneously innarrowbands.
The rates at which the patterns appear, however, vary greatly, from an hour at low
Mn to many days at high Mn. This suggests that kinetic factors are not relevant for
thefinal outcome,andthatequilibriumthermodynamics governthesephenomena.
Apparently, we see, in case c, coexistence between a mesoscopic film (4 nm) and
macroscopic (bulk) liquid, whereas in case b we have three regions: (i) bulk liquid
(droplets),(ii)dry surface (around thedroplets)and (iii)amesoscopic film. The three
distinct states (micro- and mesoscopic film and the macroscopic droplet) as found
experimentally may admittedly be there just transiently: it seems unlikely that the
exacttemperature thatallthree statesarestableisselected.However, near the wetting
transition each of the three states is locally stable and therefore the three phases are
observable simultaneously.

Thecoexistence ofdry surface withamesoscopicfilmsuggestsaspecial shapefor the
disjoining potential function, namely withadoubleminimum,one(primary)locatedat
the surface, andoneatthedistance corresponding to the thickness of the mesoscopic
film.Thisdoubleminimumhasalsobeenfound forthealkane-watersystem15.For the
caseofordinary dewettingthisfunction hasasingleminimum at the surface; the dept
and width of this minimum is related to the contact angle16. The occurrence of this
second length scale ismostlikely connected to the extension of the grafted chains. In
ordertocheckthisconjecture, wehavecarried outself-consistent field calculations for
the system at hand. In these calculations the brush and the free melt are modelled as
flexible, linearchains. Apolymer /isconsidered as a series of Nj segments numbered
s=l...Nj. Allcomponents (brush, free melt and surface sites) are placed in a lattice of
Mlayersparalleltothesurface andnumbered from z=0 (surface sites) to z = M. In
each layer all segments of the polymer experiences a potential u(z) composed of
entropicand energetic interactions.Afirst order Markov approach is used to evaluate
the probabilities of all possible conformations of the polymer. The equilibrium
volumefractions pj(z)arecalculated based onthepotential andtheprobabilities.Once
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u(z) and p(z) are determined other thermodynamic properties of the system can be
derived. A detailed description of self-consistent field calculations have been
extensively explained elsewhere18. We obtain both equilibrium density profiles for
grafted and for free chains, as well as thermodynamic properties such as the free
energy corresponding to an (imposed) thickness. By repeating the calculation for
variousthicknesseswe canconstructthe entire free energy curve. Figure 5.4 shows a
disjoining potential curvefor variousvaluesofthethickness (d)ofthefree meltontoa
brush.

Figure 5.4 Disjoining potential calculations of a polymer melt (polymerization index
100)ontoabrush (100monomeric units,0graft=l-8)asfunction of thethickness(d).

Thedisjoining potential andthethickness areboth inarbitrary units. The pattern that
emerges is quite remarkable: at low d, there is a deep primary minimum close to the
surface, causedbytheunfavourable contactsbetweenfree polymer and the substrate.
Thedisjoining potential will goto infinity when dgoesto0(not shown in figure 5.4).
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When disincreased,theprimary minimumbecomes lessdeep,butatthe same time, a
shallow secondary minimum around d=ll develops, precisely as anticipated. With
increasing grafting density, the primary minimum eventually vanishes, together with
thesecondaryminimum;a monotonically decaying curve remains, corresponding to a
stablemacroscopic film (completewetting).
Howdoesthedisjoining potential influence the patterns that develop on the surface?
Considerathermalheightfluctuation onthe surface (figure 5.5). Two possibilities are
shown: a small dimple surrounded by a rim (a), or the reverse, a small elevation
surrounded by a circular depression (b). If F(d) is monotonically decreasing when d
decreases,the dimple will grow and eventually form ahole. This is what happens in
ordinary dewetting.

Figure5.5(a)ordinarydewettingand(b)secondaryminimum

If, however, F(d) decreases upon thickening of the film, a dimple (case b) will grow
anda 'hill' forms, at the expense of the thickness of the remaining film. The 'hole +
hill' structure seen in between these cases suggest that growth in both directions can
occur,which impliesthatdliesinitially inbetweenthetwominima.

4 Conclusions
In summary, we have experimentally measured amacroscopic droplet at equilibrium
withtwofilmthicknesses. Inaddition tothepartial wetting (macroscopic droplet and
thin film), a mesoscopic thick film is selected. When the prewetting step occurs at
coexistence, there can indeed be a macroscopic droplet and two stable film
thicknesses at equilibrium. We have seen this mesoscopic film in the dewetting
behaviour of an PS film on top of a PS brush. The coexistence of the mesoscopic
thicknesssuggests a double minimum in the disjoining potential. Self consistentfield
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calculations applied to this problem shows indeed a double minimum for the
disjoining potential function.
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Chapter 6 Wetting ofDense Brushes:
the roleof entropy

abstract
Adroplet ofapolymer melt, placed on a chemically identical brush, has been studied
experimentally. UponIncreasingthetemperature, abrushofmoderategrafting density
('soft'surface,a =0.55nm'2)showedan increaseof thecontact angleof thepolymer
droplet. A very dense brush ('hard'surface, a = 0.95nm2) showed no effectonthe
contact angle when the temperature was changed. The wetting behaviour of a
polymeric melton a brush canalso betunedby usinga bimodalbrush, i.e.,a brush
withchainsof twodifferent lengths,long (200monomers) and short (20monomers).
Graftingasmallfraction oflongchains ina brush consistingofshort majority chains
increases wetting.At higher grafting densities of the long chains, the brush exhibit
autophobicbehaviour and thecontact anglestarts to increasedue to theexpulsion of
thefree meltoutofthe brush.

1.Introduction
Whena(polymer)liquid isplaced on a substrate, two different equilibrium situations
can be found. These thermodynamic equilibrium states are denoted as partial and
complete wetting. Complete wetting refers to the situation when the substrate is
wetted by the liquid and the contact angle is zero. In partial wetting the (polymer)
liquidonlypartially coversthe surface, and droplets of liquid remain on the substrate
withafinite contact angle.Thelargerthecontactangle,the strongerthe partial wetting
behaviour. The contact angle is determined by three interfacial tensions: the liquidvapour surface tension (yiv), the liquid-solid interfacial tension (ysi) and the solidvapour interfacial tension (YSV)- According to the Young-Dupre equation, the contact
angle 5 isgivenby:
cos8= Y " ~ Y ' '
Surfaces with lowYsv values have in general a high contact angle and therefore a poor
wettability. Onsurfaces with highySv,the contact angle is small. Liquids with low Yiv
values have atendency to spread over the surface whereas liquids with a high Yivdo
not spread.
A special but interesting case is the wetting of a surface carrying densely grafted
chains(abrush)byamelt liquid of chemically identical. If the brush is dense enough,
the only contact between liquid and substrate is between equal polymer moieties.
Hence,the energy doesnot affect thewettability, andthe behaviour isgoverned bythe
entropy. In order to study these entropic effects we focus two influences on the
wettability: (i)theeffect ofthetemperature onthecontact angleofameltdroplet on a
densebrushand (ii)theeffect ofthe length distribution ofthegrafted polymer.

2. Brush preparation
Variousmethods canbeused for thepreparation ofapolymer brush.Onemethod that
is often used is the adsorption of block copolymers onto surfaces from solution or
from polymer melts1"3. The use of monodisperse block copolymers will result in a
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(6.1)

brush which is monodisperse, with an adsorbed amount which depends on the
composition oftheblock copolymer3"5.
Chemical grafting isanother waytopreparebrushes.Twodifferent grafting techniques
are often used. The first is grafting from a surface with reaction initiators covalently
attached to the surface and reactive monomers present in solution. The brushes
prepared inthis way are not monodisperse, but the thickness of the brushes that can
beobtainedbythismethod isvery large (oftheorderofmicrons)6"8.
The second chemical grafting technique is grafting to the surface. In this method one
employs a polymer with a reactive (end) group, which react with a complementary
group on the surface. Using monodisperse polymers one obtains uniform and
monodisperse brushes9.
In the present study we have used the latter method for the preparation of
monodisperse polystyrene brushes. The polymers used are two vinyl terminated
polystyrene (PS20 and PS2oo)-The subscript denotes the number of monomers in the
polymerchains.
Themaximum grafting density (a) ofthePS20layerwhich can be reached is 0.95 nm"2
andfor thePS200polymer 0.55 nm"2.Adetailed experimental report isgivenin chapter
39. The procedure of chemical grafting using a polymer melt always resulted in
homogeneous and reproducible brushes, as determined by AFM and water contact
anglemeasurements.ThesePSbrusheswereused assubstrate for aPSdroplet.

3. Temperature effect
Ingeneral,the surface tensionsofliquidsvarynearly linearly withthetemperature far
below the critical temperature Tc. For polymers, the critical temperature is typically
600-900 °C. The surface tension decreases with increasing temperature. For most
liquidsonsimple surfaces, the contact angle of a droplet is also a decreasing function
ofthetemperature.
To investigate the temperature dependence of the contact angle of a droplet of a
polymer melt onto a polymer brush we start with the Young-Dupre relation.
Differentiating ofequation (6.1) withrespect toTgives
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^258-Jj^_^L_ cos5 ^j
dT

Y/v I dT

dT

(6 .2)

dT

Accordingtoclassicalthermodynamicsdy/dTcanberelatedtotheexcess interfacial
entropy ST:
^ - ^

^-5,,

dT-Slv

(6.3)

Equations 6.2and6.3can be combined to an expression for the temperature
dependence of the contact angle as function of the temperature in terms ofexcess
entropies:
Y ,

v

^ =- £ +S"+S»cos8

(6.4)

dT
3.1. Experimental
3.2.Brush preparation
Pieces of a silicon wafer were etched for 2min in HF (2.5%) toremove the native
oxide layer,blowndry with nitrogen, and immediately covered with asolution of the
vinyl-terminated PSinCHCI3(14g/1).Inthis study weuse two polymers of different
length,denoted asPS2oand PS2oo(2 and 20 kg/mole, respectively). After evaporation
ofthe solventafilm ofthepolymer remained onthesurface. Thesamples were heated
for 24hat 145°Cin vacuo in order for the grafting reaction to occur. All non-grafted
excessmaterial wassubsequently removedbywashing three times with fresh solvent.
Adetailedexperimental accountisgiveninchapter 39.
3.3. Sample preparation
A grainof low molar mass PS (Mn 6000 g/mole)was placed on the brush and from
aboveobserved witha optical microscope (Olympus BX60). For heating the sample,
weusedaspecially designed coveredhotstageso that the sample could be kept inan
oxygen-free atmosphere. The system was annealed at elevated temperatures until
equilibrium was reached. The change inthe shape of the droplet after atemperature
change was followed usingaCCD camera (Sony DXC 151AP) and avideo printer.
Image analysiswasperformed onaMacintosh computer usingthepublic domain NIH
Imageprogram14. Itisimportant thattherelaxation towards equilibrium takes place in

a oxygen free atmosphere, because at elevated temperatures oxygen will lead to a
varietyofundesired reactions.
Figure 6.1a showsanoptical microscopy imageofadroplet inaninertatmosphere.As
canbeseenthedropletisalmostcircular and the contact linewith the brush is sharp.
The same experiment done in air resulted in an image as shown in figure 6.1b. The
shape ofthecontact line is not sharp and fingering instabilities can been observed. In
thiscasethemoving contact lineisclearlyunstable.

a

b

Figure 6.1. Opticalmicroscopy imagesofaPSdroplet (Mn = 6000 g/mole) on aPS20o
brushmeasured in(a)aninertatmosphereand(b)inair.Image size 15x11mm2.

3.4. Results and discussion
Figure 6.2 shows the diameter of a drop of PS as a function of time in an inert
atmosphere. The temperature was initially set to 120 °C, than increased to 200 °C
(after 90hr),and finally (after 150hr)decreased back to 120 °C. As can be seen, the
diameter of the droplet on a PS20o brush increases gradually until it reaches a
(thermodynamic) equilibrium situation at 120°C(~ 90 h). Changingthe temperature
to 200 °C causes a decrease in the diameter of the droplet, as show in more detail in
thebottom graphof figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2. Diameter of a PS droplet (Mn = 6000) on a PS200 brush and PS20 brush as
function of temperature and time (top figure). The vertical lines separate temperature
regions, as indicated. The bottom figure is a magnification of the PS2oograph.
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Thiscorrespondsto anincrease ofthe contact angle.Upon decreasing the temperature
backtotheinitialvalue,oneseesagain an increase in the diameter of the droplet back
totheoriginal size. Hence, it seems that the wettability of a polymer droplet on this
brushisreversible,andprobablythermodynamically controlled. The same experiment
wasperformed for a polymer droplet on a PS2obrush. Again, the diameter increased
gradually until it reaches the equilibrium state at 120 °C after approximately 90 h.
However,uponheatingthe sampleupto200°Ctherewasnochangeinthediameter of
the droplet. Cooling down from 200 °Cto 120°C did not produce any difference in
diametereither.

Fromthechange dR/dT =A/?/AT of the radius 7? with temperature, it is possible to
find dcosd/ dT usinggeometricalarguments(seefigure 6.3).

Figure6.3.Geometry ofadrop.

Weconsiderthe dropasasectionofa sphere of radius r. When the drop height is H,
thedropvolume Visgiven by nH2(r- H/2). Using /?=rsin8 and H =r(l-cos5),
thismay bewritten interms ofRand 8only:
(l-cos8) s i n 8 — ( l - c o s 8 )
V =nR'

3

sin 8

„&&
(6.5)
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The last version is the expansion for low 8. If we neglect thermal expansion of the
drop, dV/dT =0 or IRdhldT = -38dR/dT. With dcos8 = -sm8d8 =5rf8, we
arriveat
dcosS

3 dR
=

dT

(6.6)

2RdT

The values of Y,V(= 32.1-10"3 Nrn 1 ) and dyh/dT (=-6.5-10"5 Nm" 1 ^ 1 ) were taken
from published data15. In this way we obtain Y(//cos8/dT=6.6-10"6 Nm"'K'' and
S°cosS~S?v=-dylv/dT

= 6.5-10"5 Nm-'K"1. From equation (6.4) we get for 5S"V-

S°=5.8-10"5 Nm _l K''. This result shows that the difference in excess interfacial
entropy between the brush-vapour and the brush-melt is nearly equal to that of the
free surface of the melt. Probably, S°vis comparable to S°v, so that S° must be very
small.Infact, itislikelythat 5° issmallerthan S°(becausethe brush is constrained).
Thisleadstothe conclusion that S° mustbenegative. Nevertheless, this small excess
entropy is probably the reason that we experimentally observe a decrease of the
contact area of the droplet at increasing temperature. Increasing the grafting density
results in an even smaller difference in excess interfacial entropy between the brushvapour and the brush-melt; at sufficiently high grafting densities no effect is visible
anymore (see the curve for PS2o infigure6.2). We interpret this as follows. For the
surface with a grafting density of 0.55 nm'2 the surface is 'soft' and free polymer
chains can partially mix with the brush. Increasing the temperature results in an
expulsion of the free polymer out of the brush leading to an increase of the si
interfacial tension. For the PS2o brush, the interface between the brush and melt is
already sharp and the surface is 'hard'. No free polymer is present in the brush.
Increasingthetemperaturewill inthiscase not result in a expulsion of the free chains
from the brush. Our experimentsprove that, at increased temperature, the contraction
ofadroplet onabrush only takesplace at 'soft' brushes where some interpenetration
occurs (atlowT).
The number of chains per unit area of a PS20 brush (1.0 nm2/chain) is 1.8 times the
numberof chains of a PS20obrush (1.8 nm2/chain). The PS20 brush is very dense and
the free polymermeltdoesnotmixwiththebrush chains.Thecontact angleof the PS
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on the PS2obrush is 23°,much higher than the 4°for PS2ooand comparable with the
contactangleofaPSdropletonglass16.
Recently thetemperature dependence ofthecontact angleofameltoffree on attached
chainsofpolydimethylsiloxanewasreported17. Inthis report the authors assume that
the melt and the brush have about the same surface tension, and they also find a
negativeexcessentropy for the brush/melt surface, which is attributed to the thermal
expansion. Thisisnotvery likely.Theremustbeadifference betweenthe two surface
tensions of the melt and the brush for reasons of conformational freedom: the free
chainsareGaussian andtheattached chainsare stretched. Unfortunately, the fact that
the substrate is a solid prohibits the direct measurements of the tensions and excess
entropies of the sv and si interfaces. Yet, it seems likely that the si interface has a
negativeexcessentropy,whichisa rather unusual situation. Density gradients, which
areresponsible for a higher entropy at lv interfaces, plays no role here. The negative
entropy at the brush/melt interface is probably related to the demixing of brush and
meltchains.

4. Bimodal brushes
4.1. Preparation ofbimodal brushes
A silicon wafer was etched for 2 min in HF (2.5%), blown dry with nitrogen and
immediately covered with a solution containing two different vinyl-terminated
polystyrenes in a specific ratio varying from 0upto 100% PS200in CHC13. The total
concentration ofthe mixture ofpolymers (PS2o+PS200)was lmg/ml. The system was
annealed for 24 h at 145 °C in vacuo. Excess material was removed thoroughly by
washing three times with fresh solvent. A detailed experimental report is published
elsewhere9.

4.2 Overlayer on bimodal brushes
The overlayers on the brushes were spin-coated from chloroform at 3000 rpm and
different concentrations (1-5 mg/ml), depending on the desired thickness of the
overlayer. The thickness of the dry polymer layer was determined by computer-
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controllednull ellipsometry (Sentech SE-400). The refractive index for X =632.8 nm
was taken as 1.5813. The AFM measurements were performed with a Digital
InstrumentsNanoscope IIIAFM equipped with ascanner capable of scanning an area
of 100um2.AllAFMmeasurementswereperformed inairat room temperature and a
relative humidity level of 50-60%. Commercially available tapping mode tips were
used on cantilevers with a resonance frequency in the range of 350 -400 kHz. The
treated surfaces were storedat 145°Cinvacuo.

4.3 Wetting ofbimodal brushes
A system with a combination of small chains and long chains grafted onto a solid
surface can be considered as a system with two interfaces. One interface is at a
distance from the surface equal to the thickness of the small chains and the other
interface is the brush-vapour interface (see figure 6.4). The grafting density of the
small chains is high so that, in the absence of long chains, autophobic behaviour
occurs. Since contacts other than those between like chains do not occur, wetting
experiments onthesebimodal brushesareagainentirely dictated byentropic effects.
new interface

mrm%m
Figure 6.4. Schematic representation of a bimodal brush onto a solid surface. The
locationofthenewinterface isindicated withanarrow.

Using the chemical grafting method we can make dense brushes with an autophobic
behaviour,wherethechainsmoleculesarenotcompatibleandwillnotmix, despite the
fact that they consist of identical segments18"23. Since there is no direct way to
determine the long/short composition of the grafted layer, we assume that a ratio of
the two polymers in the brush is the same as that in the initial chloroform solution
from whichthebrush was made. In the melt the ratio of reactive end groups near the
surface will probably not change very much compared to that in the bulk. When the
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reaction isperformed insolutionthe situation is totally different. Small molecules can
movemuchfaster inaliquidso there will be relatively more small molecules available
atthe surface.
The question is now whether we can improve the wettability of a PS film on a very
densebrushbyusingabimodal length distribution. Figure 6.5 shows 3 representative
images (a-c) obtained for PS films with Mn = 183 kg/mole on brushes with an
increasingratioofPS2oo/PS2o-m figure 6.5a, only2%of the grafted chains consist of
PS20o, the rest is PS20. The overlayer of 5 nm PS dewets the surface. Increasing the
amountofPS2ooto 5% free PS wets the surface (figure 6.5b). The few PS2oo chains
in the brush are responsible for a fluffy interface and an increased tendency of the
grafted andfreechainstomix. At60%of PS20othe free PS dewets the surface again,
but now due to the expulsion of the PS from the grafted layer (figure 6.5c). These
results demonstrate that the complete wetting window in the phase diagram can be
considerably increased by using a bimodal brush. The same result can probably be
obtained by using a bimodal mixture for the free polymer or with a combination of a
polydisperse brushand apolydisperse melt,butwe dohavenodatato illustratethis.

Figure6.5.WettingbehaviourofaPSfilm (5nm)ona brush consisting of PS20 and (a)
2%(PS)200,(b) 5% (PS) 200 ,and(c)60% (PS)200.
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5. Conclusions
Wehave investigated droplets ofpolystyrene onapolystyrene brushto determine the
temperature dependence ofthe wetting. At high grafting densities (= 1chain/nm2) of
relatively short chains the brush can be considered as a 'hard', impenetrable solid
surface. A film of PS will dewet under formation of droplets with a specific contact
angle when annealed above the Tg of the polymer. For a 'hard' surface, the contact
angle is virtually independent of the temperature. A 'soft' surface is obtained with
longer brash chains at a lower grafting density (=0.5 chain/nm2 ). With such a
substrate, increasing the temperature of a droplet of PS gives an increase of the
contact angle.Finally, experiments with bimodal brashes show that a few percent of
long chains added to a surface covered with small brush hairs strongly promotes the
wettability of the brush.
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Chapter7 Thinblockcopolymersfilms:
corrugationundertheAFMtip

Abstract
The tipofanatomicforce microscope wasusedtoinduce nanoscaleorderingin
thin films of polystyrene-poly(4-vinyl pyridine) block copolymers under low
force. The AFM tip produces rims on a mesoscopic scale oriented
perpendicularlytothescanningdirection. A widerange of molecularweightsof
both blocks was investigatedand it was found that after two scans and at
constantpolymer length there is a linear relationship between the fraction
polystyrene inthepolymer and theaverage separationbetween twosuccessive
rims.Scanning thearea inbetween tworims showed thatthereis nopolymer
left on the surface. This is an indication that the mobility of the poly(4vinylpyridine) anchorblocksishighduringslidingofthe tip.

1.Introduction
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has evolved during the last decade to probe surface
properties at a nanometer scale. AFM can be used to probe hard materials' and soft
materials such as proteins2 and polymer surfaces1'3"7. Since the AFM tip, in the
contactmode,is in contact with the surface, the tip will have an interaction with the
surface. Thetip-sample interaction canprovidedeformation of the sample. It canalso
cause movement of material, accumulations or dragging it around, which results inan
image of low quality. This tip-sample interaction can also be used to manipulate the
surface.Byscanningthesurface repeatedly, structures are sometimes formed that are
oriented perpendicularly to the scanning direction of the tip. Tip-induced ordering of
polymer surfaces forming structuresperpendicular tothe scanning direction have been
reported for polystyrene8, poly(methyl methacrylate)9, poly(phenylene oxide)9 and
proteins2
In this chapter we specifically investigate polystyrene-poly(4-vinylpyridine)
(PS/PVP) copolymer films made by adsorption onto flat silica surfaces. Two
preparation procedures are tested, namely adsorption from solution and adsorption
from apolymer melt.Weinvestigatehowthefilmsbehavewhen the AFM tip is used
to scan the surface of the adsorbed block copolymers. The effect of the molecular
weightandthe fraction PVPontheperiodicity oftherimswere investigated.

2 Experimental
Polystyrene-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PS/PVP) polymers with different block lengths
and apolydispersity index <1.2wereadsorbed on silica wafers from solution or from
apolymer melt. The AFM measurements were performed with a Digital Instruments
Nanoscope III AFM equipped with a scanner capable of scanning an area of 12um .
Allmeasurementswere performed in air at room temperature and a relative humidity
level of 50-60%. Commercially available Si3N4 tips were used on cantilevers with a
spring constant of approximately 0.58 N/m. A detailed experimental section is
described inchapter 210.
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3 Results and discussion
The various adsorbed layers were subjected to repeated scanning with AFM tips
(contactmode),fixing theloadforce at 10-9N. After the second scan, we observed the
formation ofdistinct rimsoriented perpendicularly to the scanning direction. Rotating
the scan direction after rim formation resulted also inthe rotation of the rims. Both
preparationmethodsgavethe sameresults.Figure 7.1 shows a set of images captured
in the second scan for two samples of the polymer. In the height image, the sample
surface isseenaspatternwithalternating brightanddarkregions.Thebrightbandscan
be assigned to the polymer rims and the darker patches are depressed regions. The
difference inheightbetweenthebrightanddarkareasis 10nm.Itis obvious that there
isahugedifference intheaveragerimdistancebetweensamples48/21and 193/21.

Figure7.1.Surface imagesof dip-coated PS/PVP (from 100 ppm in chloroform) onto
silica,captured after thesecondscan,for PS/PVP48/21 (left) and 194/21 (right). Area
3*3 um2,heightdistance 10nm.

Theaveragedistancebetweentherimsisnot only a function of the fraction PS in the
polymer but dependsalso onthetotal length ofthe polymer. The development of the
surface structures upon scanning is irreversible: they do not relax even over several
months.
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Figure7.2.Schematic representation of block copolymer films onto silica scanned by
AFM inthe contact mode. The left side hand (I) refers to block copolymers with a
small anchor block, the right hand side (II) to a large anchor block. From top to
bottom:(a)thetip startscollecting material, (b)thestress at the tip increases and the
tip jumps over, (c) the process starts again,(d) the tip hasjumped over the second
rim.

Thefollowing scenario fortherimformation seems plausible. While scanning over the
polymer surface, the cantilever tip exerts a frictional force on individual molecules.
Theadhesion of the polymer onto the tip combined with the applied force results in
an accumulation of material in front of the tip. The total amount of polymer will
increaseuntilthetip-polymer adhesionreachesacritical level.Asthetipcollects more
polymer, more and more adsorbed blocks are dragged over the substrate. Hence, the
frictional force between the PVP anchor blocks and the surface increases, and as the
tip provides a limited area for adhesion, the stress at the tip will goup. At a certain
critical stress, the adhesive contact between the tip and the accumulated polymer
breaksandthetipjumps forward, leavingthecollected polymer behind (figure 7.2a-d).
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This process isthen repeated, leading totheperiodic structure thatwe observe.Asthe
anchors become shorter, the friction is less, and more polymer can be accumulated
before thetipdetaches.Hence,thedistancebetweenrimsincreasesastheanchor block
becomes shorter.

300
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Figure7.3.Averagerimdistanceasfunction ofthefraction PSafter two scans. Circles:
Mn =40kg/mole,squareMn=69kg/mole,crossMn=216kg/mole.
Scratchingthecorrugatedfilm andscanningthescratchinthetappingmodeshowsthat
there is no PVP left inthe regions between two rims. This is an indication that the
entire film is pulled off from the surface by the AFM tip. The effect of the anchor
block size at given molar mass (Mn = 40 kg/mole) and of the total chain length is
shown infigure7.3.Comparingpolymerswiththesamefraction PSand different total
length shows an increase of the average rim distance with molar mass. Plotting the
average rim distance as function of PVP fraction at constant length of the polymer
givesalinearrelationship.Thepointsanderrorbars in figure 7.3 were comparable for
boththespincoating andthediptreatment andareobtained byaveraging nine profiles
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from varioussamples.Scanning the block copolymer with a very highfractionPVP (
0.94) showed norim formation duringthefirstscansduetotherelatively hardPVP.

Films stored atroom temperature for over three months before scanning exhibited the
same structures as freshly prepared samples, but the number of scans needed to get
the same average rim distance had to be increased. To rule out the possibility of
residual solvent effects in the film,filmswere stored in vacuo before AFM imaging.
These samples gavethe same results after AFM imaging. The aging effect mentioned
abovethus indicates some relaxation in the polymer film over a long period. The rim
formation infreshly prepared films continues when the number of scans is increased,
forming lessand larger rims. Figure 7.4 shows a small region inthe centre which was
scanned for 30 min; few and very large rims can been seen. A larger area was then
scannedtwice;heredistinct oriented rimswereformed. Finally,theoverallpicturewas
capturedbyasingle scan,whichgivesafeatureless homogeneous film.

Figure 7.4. Image of PS/PVP (48/21) A small region of 3*3 um2 in the centre was
scanned for 30min.Alargerareaof6*6um2wasscannedtwiceand finally, an area of
12*12um2was scannedjust once. Thickness of the film 1.9 nm, height difference 10
nmandthe scanning direction isfrom left toright.
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Scratchingthe film withtheAFMtipwithhighforce andhighfrequency showed once
morethatbetween two rims no polymer was left. This observation suggests that the
adsorbed PVP blocks can be dragged over the surface fairly easily, even though
hydrogen bonds are expected to contribute to the adhesion. These experiments
conclusively showthatadsorbed polymer canbe swept intorims over a silica surface.
Even when no solvent is present, the polymer chains are to some extent mobile,
despitethe strong adhesion oftheanchor blockontothe surface.

4 Conclusions
Wehave studied the adsorption of PS/PVP block copolymers from a non-selective
solvent and from a polymer melt on a flat silica surface and examined the films with
AFM.Wehave shownthatfilms ofPS/PVPare swept intorimsofaggregates oriented
perpendicularly tothescanning direction oftheAFMtip.Theaveragerimdistance, as
observed after the second scan, shows a linear dependence on the fraction PVP (at
constant total polymer length). In between the rims, there is no PVP left on the
surface. Our data suggest that the AFM tip can be used to manipulate polymer
molecules andother soft surfaces, sothatdesigned patternscouldbe obtained.
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Chapter8 OtherBlockCopolymersasWettingAgents

Abstract
Inthischapterwedescribe experimental observations obtainedwithblockcopolymers
and the wettingbehaviour of polymer overlayers. The chapter is divided in three
sections.Thefirstsectiondealswithtriblockcopolymersaswettabilitymodifiersfor the
siliconoxidesurfaceandthewettingpropertiesofthesebrushes.In thesecondsection,
the adsorption and wetting behaviour of a diblock copolymer consisting of a
polystyreneblockandapoly(propyleneimine) dendrimer isdescribed.The lastsection
deals with polycaprolacton (PCL) layers on polycaprolactone-poly-2-vinylpyridine
(PCL/PVP) polymers. PCL iscompatible withpolyesters used in commercialpowder
coatingsandtherefore ofinterestfor thestabilisation ofpigmentparticles.

Section 1.
1.1 Experimental
APVP/PS/PVPtriblock copolymerwasused inwhicheachend group consisted of 80
4-vinylpyridineunits and which had a middle block of 500 styrene monomers. Thick
layers(-50 nm)ofthis triblock copolymer were spin-cast from solution (chloroform,
10g/l)ontosilicawafers. The samples were after spin-coating treated intwo different
ways: (i) the samples were immediately washed with chloroform and used for the
experiments or (ii) stored overnight at 145 °C in vacuo, then cooled down to room
temperature, after which the non-attached material was removed by washing with
chloroform. Thethickness ofthetriblock layerobtainedbybothmethodswas 3.5 nm.
PVP or PS of varying molar mass was spincoated from chloroform (1 mg/ml, 3000
rpm) over the block copolymer films and subsequently stored at 145 °C in vacuo.
After 12 days the surface topography of the top films, which are on average 5 nm
thick,was investigated bymeans ofAFM.

1.2Wetting behaviourofaPVP/PS/PVP triblock copolymer
Thewettingbehaviour ofthetechniques (i) and (ii) is totally different, as can be seen
from figure8.1.

a

b

Figure 8.1. Wetting behaviour of aps film on a PS/PVP/PS triblok copolymer after
annealing for 12daysat 145°C.In diagram (a) the triblock polymer was prepared by
method (I) and in diagram (b) the triblock copolymer was prepared by method (ii).
brush not annealed. Image size 10*10 urn, bright areas are elevated and dark patches
aredepressedregions.
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The annealed Brush (ii) shows complete wetting, whereas that on the non-annealed
triblock copolymer (i) shows dewetting of the PSfilmin the form of small droplets.
Themostoutstandingfeature infigure 8.1aarethe needle like structures which canbe
seeninbetweenthedropletsofPS.Theseneedlesare3runinheightandseveral um in
length.Aremarkable observation was made when using different molar masses of the
free PS. With low molar mass PS the needles are very long and sometimes branched.
Increasing the molar mass showed a decrease inthe number of needles per unit area
and a decrease in the length of the needles (seefigure8.2). At higher molar mass the
needles were first isolated and upon increasing the molar mass even further, the
needleseventually disappeared altogether.

Figure 8.2. Images of PVP/PS/PVP

spincast from solution (method (i)) and

immediately covered with (left) PS 6 kg/mole and (right) PS 103 kg/mole, after
annealing at elevated temperatures. Image size 2*2 um, the bright areas are elevated
and darkpatchesaredepressedregions.

In order to investigate whether the needles consist of PS or PVP, the samples were
probedwith scanningelectron microscopy (SEM).Theseexperiments were performed
after the sampleswereexposed toiodidevapour for 10min.IodidereactswithVP and
in this way it may help to distinguish between VP and PS. Unfortunately, the
resolution ofthe SEMwasnothighenough toseethe contrast.
The difference in wetting behaviour is probably due to the fact that during the spincoating process polymers adsorb onto the surface in a random fashion. Using a
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triblock copolymer with two adsorbing blocks itis likely that most chains areonly
adsorbedbyoneendblockratherthanbytwo,asdepictedinfigure8.3a.

V///////////////////////77\

V///////////////////////77\

a

b

Figure 8.3 Schematically representation ofPVP/PS/PVPontothesubstrate without(a)
annealingandafter annealing(b).

Duringtheannealingtreatmentofthe sample,thenonadsorbedPVPblocks are mobile
andcanadoptaconformation onto thesurface, such that both ends areadsorbedand
loopsofPSareformed (figure 8.3b). Thelayerwhichhasnotbeenannealed must thus
havePVPsurface properties.Thisisconfirmed by thefollowing test. Spincoating a5
nmthickfilm ofPVPontheadsorbed layer (method (i))andannealing shows patches
whicharewetted andareaswere dewettinghasoccurred, ascanbeseen infigure8.4a
The same experiment done for a brush which has been annealed showed ordinary
dewetting (figure 8.4b).

a

b

Figure 8.4.Asfigure 8.1butnowwithaPVPlayer(M„=240kg/mole).

Itistemptingtoconclude thattheunannealed triblock layercoveredwithPS somehow
organisesupontreatmentat 145°Csuchthat it develops linear strips where PSloops
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swollen with short PS chains occur. Why these strips are so surprisingly straight is
presently unexplained.

Another interesting observation was atriblock copolymer overlayer on a PS2o brush
(see chapter 3) as the substrate. Spincoating a 5nmthick PVP/PS/PVP layer on this
brushshowsahomogeneousflatfilm. After annealing the system, the film properties
changed. Figure 8.5 shows an image of a PVP/PS/PVP layer after annealing and
quenchingtoroomtemperaturebefore imaging. As can be seen, circular structures are
formed with a height of 15 nm or multiple thereof. The origin of these structures is
unknown, and could be understood only after systematic investigations, which were
notcarriedout.

Figure 8.5. AFM image of a initial 5 nm PVP/PS/PVP layer on a PS2o layer after
annealingat 145°C. Imagesize2*2 urn.

Section 2
2.1 PS30-dendrimer films
Dendrimers are well-defined branched molecules that emanate from a central core
molecule. Poly(propylene imine) dendrimers have been synthesised in a stepwise
method at the Department of Macromolecular and Organic Chemistry at Eindhoven
University of Technology1'3. The PS functionalised dendrimer used in this study is a
PS3o-dendrimer-(NH2)i6asshowninfigure 8.6.

Ill

Figure 8.6. PS30-poly(propylene imine) dendrimer with 16 NH2 end groups (picture
takenfromref4).

PS3o-dendrimer films were prepared by dip coating from diluted tetrahydrofuran
(THF) solutions (lOOppm, 30 min). Non-adsorbed and loosely attached material was
removed by washing with THF and the samples were subsequently dried with
nitrogen.PSwas spincoated from chloroform (1mg/ml,3000RPM) over the surfaces,
and the samples were subsequently stored at 145 °C in vacuo. After 12 days the
surface topography ofthetopfilms, whichareonaverage 5nmthick,was investigated
by means ofAFM.

2.3Wetting behaviour ofaPS30-dendrimer-(NH2)32film.
Thesurface topography of dendrimer films after dip coating and solvent evaporation
isshowninfigure8.7.ThethicknessofthePS3o-dendrimer-(NH2)32layer is 2.5 nm as
measured byellipsometryinthe drystate,using a refractive index of 1.53. This value
wasestimatedfrommultipleanglemeasurements onfilmsofthe dendrimer. As can be
seenfromthefigure,the surface coverage ishomogeneousandsmooth.
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Figure8.7. AFM image of a PS30-dendrimer-(NH2)i6layer (2.5nm) onto silicon oxide
after dipcoatingfrom THF(lOOppm)andwashing.Image size 10*10 urn.

The wetting of PS homopolymer layers on was studied for a variety of molecular
weightsofPS,rangingfrom 1 to 104kg/mole.Dewettingof the PS layer was observed
for allchainlengthsofthePS. The rates at which the droplets appear, however, vary
greatly,from onehourat low Mn to many days at highMn. The contact angleof the
dropletsisabout20°,aboutthesame as PS on glass5.It seems that adsorption of the
PS30-dendrimer-(NH2)i6 onto the substrate results in a film where the PS tails are
isolatedcoilsthatdonotoverlap.Thelengthsandgrafting density of the end-attached
PS chains is not sufficient to bring the spreading coefficient from a negative value to
zero. The free PS film on this substrate is thus unstable and dewets and we have
another case of allophobic behaviour. Weobserve a surface fully covered with small
polymeric droplets(figure 8.8).
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Figure 8.8.PS(Mn= 10kg/mole)layerof5nmthicknessonaPS30-dendrimer-(NH2)i6
underlayerafter annealingfor2daysat 145°C.Imagesize2*2 urn,andthebright areas
are elevated and dark patches are depressed regions. Maximum height difference 10
nm.

Section 3
Polycaprolactone-poly-2-vinylpyridine (PCL/PVP)block copolymers
Polycaprolactone-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PCL/PVP) polymers with different block
lengthsandaoverallpolydispersity index~1.7were synthesized at the Laboratory of
Coating Technology of the Eindhoven University of Technology and used without
further purification6"7. Thestructuralformula isgivenin figure 8.9. The characteristics
of the PCL/PVP samples used inthis study are listed in table 8.1. The numbers in
column 1 representthenumberofmonomeric unitsin both blocks and will be used to
refer tothevarious samples.

H
O
sec-Bu-£-CH2-(i- J f i -CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2- C H 2 - 0 - 1 H

Figure 8.9. Polycaprolactone-poly-2-vinylpyridine
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table 8.1.Characteristics ofthePCL/PVPblock copolymers
polymer

M n PCL

M n PVP

N

fraction VP

M w /M n

PCL/PVP

(kg/mole)

(kg/mole)

10/13

1.0

1.3

23

0.56

-

9/18

0.9

1.8

27

0.67

1.5

13/13

1.3

1.3

26

0.50

1.5

13/22

1.3

2.2

35

0.63

1.6

55/50

5.5

5.0

105

0.48

1.5

39/9

3.9

0.9

48

0.19

1.7

58/15

5.8

1.5

73

0.21

1.8

39/10

3.9

1.0

49

0.20

1.7

63/35

6.3

3.5

98

0.36

-

126/41

12.6

4.1

167

0.25

-

3.1PCL/PVPfilms
Brushesoftheseblock copolymers wereprepared by dip coating silicon oxide wafers
into dilute solutions of PCL/PVP in a volatile,non-selective solvent (2-butanon, 100
ppm). The surface topography of the diblock copolymer layers, after dip coating and
solvent evaporation is shown in figure 8.10. These typical images show that the
surface coverage is homogeneous and smooth for films prepared from 2-butanon
(figure 8.10a). The root mean square roughness of the polymer surface is less than 1
nm. The surface roughness of films prepared by chloroform (a selective solvent) is
higher, probably due to polymer lumps adhering to the surface so that a less
homogeneous film is obtained (figure 8.10b). PCL can crystalise; it seems that in
chloroform partofthePCL ispresent incrystalitesthereby forming largerclusters.
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a

b

Figure 8.10. FilmsofPCL/PVP(39/9)prepared byadsorption from (a) 2-butanon and
(b) chloroform.

3.3Overlayers onPCL/PVP
PCL homopolymer or the resin Uralac (P3400, DSM Resins, The Netherlands) of
varyingmolarmasswereused asoverlayers.The structure of these polymers is given
infigure 8.11.These polymers were spincoated from 2-butanon (PCL) or chloroform
(Uralac) (1 mg/ml, 3000 rpm) over the PCL/PVP treated surfaces and subsequently
stored at 145 °C in vacuo. After 12 days the surface topography of the top films,
which areonaverage 5nmthick,wasinvestigated bymeansofAFM.
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Figure 8.11. Homopolymer polycaprolactone and the polyester powder coating resin
Uralac(P3400)acommercial carboxylicacidfunctional resin.

3.3Wetting ofPCL/PVP layers
Thewetting of PCL homopolymer layers on PCL/PVP was studied for all PCL/PVP
polymers listed intable 1and three PCLpolymers:twohomopolymers (Mn 10or 80
kg/mole) and one ester of PCL with trimethylolpropane ('PCL-triol, Mn 900 g/mole,
seefigure 8.12a)layers (5nmthick) of these polymers were applied to the PCL/PVP
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surfaces by spincoating. After annealing the samples for 2 days in vacuo at 145°C
they were quenched toroomtemperature and investigated byAFM.
Atypical AFMimageof anoverlayer ofPCL-trioloverlayer isshown in figure 8.12b.
As can be seen from the figure, crystals and terraces of —11 run in height are formed
andthisoccurs independent ofthe PCL/PVPblockcopolymer used for theunderlayer.

CH2-0-Xd-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-OljH
i2_CH2-0-X<!)-CH2-CH2-CH2.CH2-CH2-Oil

1

o

n2JD-nd^n2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-Oln

a

b

Figure 8.12.(a)tri-ester ofPCLwith2-ethylglycerol('PCL-triol' polymer), (b) AFM
imageof a PCL-triol layer of 5nm on PCL/PVP 39/9 after annealing at 145°C for 2
days and cooling down to room temperature. Image size 2*2 um, bright areas are
elevatedanddarkpatchesaredepressedregions.Theterracesare 1lnm inheight.

LinearPCL-10 on a PCL brush shows wormlike structures, again independent of the
typeofunderlayer, ascan be seen in figure 8.13. The PCL film breaks up into stable
wormlike structures of 20 nm height. Films annealed at 145°C for over two weeks
exhibitedthe samewormlike structuresassamplesannealed for afewhours.

W
Figure 8.13. PCL-10 layer (5 nm) on a underlayer of PCL/PVP layer 39/9 after
annealing for 2weeksat 145°C.Imagesize 10*10 um,thebrightareasare elevated and
darkpatchesaredepressed regions.Maximumheightdifference 25nm.
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UponincreasingthemolarmassofthePCLto80kg/moleoneobserves after annealing
dropletsofPCLandterraces of ~11 nm height. The droplets are 20 nm in height and
aresituated ontopoftheterraces,asshowninfigure 8.14.

Figure 8.14. AFM image of a PCL-80 layer (5 nm) on a PCL/PVP layer (39/9) after
annealingfor 2weeksat 145°C.Imagesize 10*10um,thebrightareasare elevated and
darkpatchesaredepressed regions

Nearly

all

block

copolymers/PCL

combinations

showed

similar

dewetting/crystallisationbehaviour. The only brush/homopolymer PCL combinations
with a deviation from this trend are underlayers formed by the symmetric PCL/PVP
(55/50)and byPCL/PVP 58/15brusheswitha PCL-80 overlayer. As shown in figure
8.15,dendritic like structuresof 10nmin height are formed in this case. It looks as if
PCLcrystalises into 'sferulites' from aPCL crystalnucleusvisible inthe centre of the
sferulites.

Figure 8.15.PCL-80 layer(5nm)onanunderlayer ofPCL/PVP (58/15)after annealing
for 2weeksat 145°C.Image size 10*10um and the bright areas are elevated and dark
patchesaredepressed regions.
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Experiments with very well controlled cooling and heating rates, as well as AFM
experiments at elevated temperatures, would be needed to get more insight in the
combination of dewetting and crystallisation. The crystallisation of PCL on bare
substrates into spherulites has been studied8 and also the combination of dewetting
and crystallisation ofPCLonto glass substrates9. Film break up of these systems are
ruledbycompetitionofdewettingand crystallisation.

3.4WettingofPCL/PVPlayersbyUralacP3400
The commercially used Uralac P3400 resin onto a bare silica surface forms smooth
layerswhen spin cast from a chloroform solution (1 mg/ml). Annealing these surfaces
at elevated temperature shows a roughening of the surface as can be seen in figure
8.16a. Overlayers of Uralac P3400 on top of all PCL/PVP layers showed complete
wetting of the Uralac P3400 resin, independent of the underlying surface. Even for
films stored at elevated temperatures in an inert atmosphere over several months no
rougheningwasobserved.Atypicalimageisshowninfigure8.16b, it shows that the
surface ishomogeneousandsmooth.

Figure 8.16. AFM image of Uralac (5 nm) on silicon oxide annealed for 24 hours (a),
andUralac(5nm)onPCL/PVP(39/9)after annealingfor 1 monthat 145°C. Image size
10*10urn.

Forthewetting ofpigment particles in paint this means that Uralac is a stable matrix
for thepigment particles covered with PCL/PVP block copolymers due to the mixing
ofthePCL homopolymer with the brush. We have shown in our model studies that,
for wettingtooccur, someinterpenetration isnecessary10"11.Non-wetting corresponds
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toacollapsed brush andnointerpenetration. As shown in chapter 4 and 6, the degree
of penetration depends on the length of the melt chains. Small chains can penetrate
moreeasilybecausetheirtranslational entropy gain is relatively large.Long chains do
not penetrate because they force the brush to stretch without gaining much
translational entropy. Uralac P3400 has a relatively low molar mass and is
polydisperse sothere are always sufficiently low molar mass components in the melt
whichcanpenetrate intothePCL/PVPlayer,givingrisetowetting inallcases.

4. Conclusions
Adsorbed PVP/PS/PVPtriblockunderlayers showcompletewetting of a PS overlayer
when the triblock copolymer is annealed after adsorbing the polymer onto the
substrate, but dewetting occurs when the triblock polymer is not annealed after
adsorption. During the annealing process, the triblock copolymer probably forms
loops of PS resulting in a autophobic wetting behaviour. Increasing the number of
loops shifts the wetting behaviour from dewetting to complete wetting. Needle-like
structures are seen when the block copolymer layer is prepared without annealing.
Theorigin ofthese structures isnotknown. Alayer of PVP/PS/PVP on a very dense
PS brush showed, after annealing, circular structures of 15 nm in diameter. The
triblock copolymer forms these structures during the annealing process onto the
surface.
Dewetting was observed for PS on PS30-dendrimer-(NH2)i6 underlayers. Adsorption
of PS3o-dendrimer-(NH2)i6 results in isolated PS chains, the number of coils is not
enoughtostabiliseaPSoverlayer.
Adsorption of a PCL/PVP block copolymer leads to a homogeneous layer when 2butanon is used as the solvent. The behaviour of these underlayers with a thin
overlayer of free PCL is governed by a compromise between crystallisation and
dewetting. The PCL triol overlayers form crystals and terraces of-11, whatever the
underlying surface. Short chains of PCL-10 on a PCL/PVP underlayer produces
wormlike structures of20nminheight.Dendritic structuresareobserved on55/50and
58/15PCL/PVPunderlayers.With a longer PCL-80 homopolymer layer. Uralac layer
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on bare silicon oxide showed roughening of the surface after annealing. However, for
Uralac on PCL/PVP underlayers, complete wetting was observed irrespective of the
typePCL/PVP used.
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Summary
The scientific and practical importance of thin polymer films is evident and in
many applications polymer films are required. Hence, studying properties of
polymer films is relevant. Adsorption of polymer at liquid/solid interfaces can
stabiliseparticlesinamatrix. Homopolymers areoften used for steric stabilisation
of particles although these polymers can also destabilise the system by bridging.
Diblock copolymers with one adsorbing (anchor) block and one non-adsorbing
(buoy) block are a much better choice when appropiate choises are made for the
compositionofthepolymer.Bridgingbetweenparticlesisthenavoidedbecause the
protruding buoy blocks do not adsorb on the opposite surface. The use of
polymers as stabilisers can also improve the wettability of the pigment particles.
Thewettingbehaviour ofaliquidontoasurface canbemodified bygrafting suitable
polymers tothe substrate. However, grafting polymers very densely onto a surface
may have the opposite effect. This thesis deals with the wetting behaviour of
brushes by polymer melts. These brushes are obtained either by adsorbing block
copolymers orbyachemical grafting procedure.

Inchapter 2wedescribethe adsorption of PVP/PS block copolymers consisting of
a poly-4-vinylpyridine anchor block and a polystyrene buoy block onto silicon
oxide surfaces. We investigated the adsorption kinetics and the adsorbed amounts
asfunction of the composition of the block copolymer. Adsorption from solution
is very fast and the surface is covered with the polymer within ten seconds.
Adsorption from the melt generates denser brushes due to the fact that the chains
are less swollen in the melt than in a good solvent. The properties of brushes
obtained by both preparation techniques are compared to theoretical scaling laws.
Good agreement for both data sets is found, indicating that with both preparation
methodsbrushesareformed whicharenottoofarfromequilibrium.
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Chemical grafting ofbrushesisdescribed inchapter 3.We useda polystyrene with
avinylend group which can react both with hydrogen-terminated silicon and with
silicon oxide. Grafting performed directly from the melt results in very dense
brushes. Reaction of the vinyl-terminated polystyrene with passivated silicon
forms asilicon-carbon bond, whereas reaction of the same polymer with a silicon
oxide surface gives a silicon-oxygen-carbon bond. The latter bond can be
hydrolysed by boiling water or basic solutions. The chemical grafting technique
allowsustopreparemixedbrushes.Also,areactionoffunctionalised polymer with
a hydrogen-terminated silicon surface which is oxidised selectively at UVilluminated patches (thus giving silicon oxide patches) can be performed. After
hydrolysis, a brush pattern remains on the silicon parts, whereas the silicon oxide
parts are free of polymer. Repeating the reaction with apolymer with a different
chain length enables patterns long and short chains in a polymeric brush to be
prepared.

Chapter 4describesthewetting behaviour of apolystyrene melt on a polystyrene
brushasafunction ofthegrafting density andthechain length of the brush and the
melt. Dewetting was observed for low grafting densities (allophobic region).
Increasingthe grafting density resulted incompletewetting.Forhigh molar mass of
the melt dewetting was again observed at very high grafting densities (autophobic
regime). Low molar mass polymers showed complete wetting at high grafting
densities.Numerical self-consistent-field calculations appliedto this system shows
that wetting can be controlled by changing the grafting density or by changing the
length of the polymer melt. These calculations support our experimental
observations.

The wetting and dewetting transitions are characterised by two intermediate
regimespresent at both the allophobic and the autophobic transition. In chapter 5
we focus on these intermediate regimes. The first intermediate regime consist of
dropletsinequilibrium with a mesoscopic thin film and a nearly dry surface. This
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equilibrium situation can occur if the free energy curve as function of the film
thickness has a special shape with a double minimum. This was confirmed by
numerical self-consistent-field calculations. The second intermediate regime is
polymer droplets in equilibrium with a mesoscopic thin film. In this situation no
dryregionsarepresent.

Chapter 6describes thetemperature effect ofapolymer droplet ontop of a brush.
At a grafting density of 0.55 nm~2,the droplet shows a decreased contact area at
increasingtemperatures.A brush consisting of chains with a grafting density of 1
nm"2 showed no effect of temperature. The former brush can be considered as a
'soft' brush inwhichthemelt chains can partially mixwith the brush. At elevated
temperatures the chains are expelled from the brush and the droplet reduces its
contact area.A 'hard' brushdoesnot showthisbehaviour. In this chapter, also the
wettingbehaviour ofabimodalbrushbyameltisdescribed.Incorporating very few
long chains into a soft brush shifts the wetting behaviour from dewetting to
complete wetting. However, at high amounts of long chains (-60%) autophobic
dewettingisagainobserved.

Thedeformation of the adsorbed PVP/PS polymer films by the low tip-to-sample
forces inthe AFM is described in chapter 7. The contact mode AFM experiments
showed that the AFM tip produces rims oriented perpendicularly to the scanning
direction.Awiderangeofmolarmassesofbothblockswas investigated to check if
thereisadependence oftherimdistance oftheblock copolymers onthesize of the
PVPblock copolymer. Alinearrelationbetweenthecomposition ofthe polymer at
aconstant lengthofthepolymer was found. Atentative explanation isproposed.

In chapter 8 we present some observations using three different systems for
adsorption and wetting experiments.Thefirstisapolystyrene layer onabrush ofa
triblock copolymer of vinylpyridine (end blocks) and styrene (middle block). The
triblock copolymer shows complete wetting behaviour when the triblock
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copolymer layerisannealed after itsdeposition, whereasthere is partial wetting on
anotannealed film. Intheformer case,peculiarneedlelikestructuresbecamevisible
whenthe samplewith itsoverlayer offree chains,wasannealed.
The second system investigated inthischapter is film formation and wettability of
PSontop of a layer of apolypropylene imine dendrimer with a attached chain of
PS. In all cases dewetting was observed, probably due to the relatively low
amountsofhairsontothe surface. Finally,the adsorption of poly-2-vinylpyridinepolycaprolactone (PVP/PCL) block-copolymers onto silicon oxide surfaces is
described, as well as the wettability of the homopolymer polycaprolactone onto
such adsorbed layers. In this case the partial crystallinity of the polymer is a
complicating factor.
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Samenvatting
Sterische stabilisatie vanpolymeren wordtvaaktoegepastomdeeltjes testabiliseren in
eenmatrix.Homopolymeren worden veel gebruiktmaar kunnen als nadeel hebben dat
ketenseentweedeeltjes adsorberenenerflocculatie optreedt. Het bevochtigingsgedrag
vaneen oppervlak dat bezet is met polymeren kan verrassend zijn. Het oppervlak is
nu bezet met polymeren en is dus niet perfect glad en ondoordringbaar. Deze
polymeerketens aaneenoppervlakvertonenvaakandergedrag dan dezelfde moleculen
in een bulk. Dit kan tot gevolg hebben dat chemisch identieke moleculen door
entropische interacties van de moleculen aan het oppervlak elkaar afstoten. Dit
zogenaamde autofobe gedrag is meer dan 40jaar geleden voor het eerst waargenomen
voor kleine moleculen op hoogenergetische oppervlakken. Het aanbrengen van
polymeren aan oppervlakken kan door een copolymeer, bestaande uit een
oppervlakte-actief blok ('anker') en een blok dat geen affiniteit heeft voor het
oppervlak ('boei') fysisch vast te zetten. Het polymeer adsorbeert dan aan het
oppervlak met het ankerblok, terwijl het boeiblok uitsteekt. Een tweede methode is,
chemischeverankering.Hierbij heeft hetpolymeer een reactieve eindgroep die reageert
met het oppervlak. In beide gevallen ontstaat een polymere borstel met uitstekende
haren. In dit onderzoek staat beschreven hoe zulke borstels gemaakt kunnen worden,
enwathetbevochtigingsgedrag vaneenpolymere smelthieropis.

In hoofdstuk 2 worden diblokcopolymeren van het type poly-4-vinylpyridine-copolystyreen besproken. De adsorptie aan het oppervlak vanuit een niet-selectief
oplosmiddel envanuitdesmeltisonderzocht. Degeadsorbeerde hoeveelheid vanuit de
smelt is een factor twee hoger dan de geadsorbeerde hoeveelheid vanuit een goed
oplosmiddel. De snelheid waarmee vanuit een oplossing polymeren adsorberen is
onderzocht met ellipsometrie. Gebleken is dat bij de gebruikte concentraties het
oppervlak in korte tijd (ongeveer 10 seconden) verzadigd is met het polymeer. De
uitkomsten van beide methoden zijn vergeleken met een door Joanny en Marques
voorgestelde schalingswet en blijken daaraan beide te voldoen. Hieruit kunnen we
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concluderen dat de borstels verkregen met beide methoden redelijk dicht bij
thermodynamisch evenwicht zijn.

De chemische verankering van polystyreen met een eindstandige vinylgroep is
onderzocht in hoofdstuk 3. De reactieve eindgroep reageert met een waterstofgetermineerd siliciumoppervlak. De ontstane verbinding bevat een silicium-koolstof
binding met een grote stabiliteit. Gebleken is dat het gefunctionaliseerd polystyreen
ook reageert met een silica-oppervlak en dat daarbij een silicium-zuurstof verbinding
wordt gevormd. Deze ether-achtige binding kan gehydrolyseerd worden met kokend
water of basische oplossingen. In dit hoofdstuk wordt ook een combinatie van deze
twee verschillende covalente bindingen besproken. Het waterstof-getermineerde
siliciumkannamelijk metUV-lichtgeoxydeerdwordentotsilica.Doormet behulp van
eenmaskereenbelichtingspatroonte maken is het mogelijk ompatronen te maken,in
eenpolymere borstel.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de bevochtiging van hydrolyseerbare en stabiele gebonden
ketens door vrij polystyreen. Dit systeem werd onderzocht met Atomic force
microscopy (AFM), ellipsometrie en optische microscopie. Bij een lage
oppervlaktebezetting van de borstel vertoont het vrije polystyreen partiele
bevochtiging (het zogenaamde allofobe gebied).Bij een hogere bezettingsgraad van de
borstel treedt complete bevochtiging op. Bij zeer hoge opppervlaktebezetting van de
borstel en hogere molmassa's in de smelt laat het systeem weer partiele bevochtiging
zien. Numerieke berekeningen met een theorie gebaseerd op een zelf-consistent veld,
voor systemen van verankerde en vrije ketens ondersteunen de experimentele
resultaten.

Deovergangvancompletenaarpartielebevochtigingwordtgekarakteriseerd door twee
tussenliggende gebieden met speciale patronen. Deze patronen worden besproken in
hoofdstuk 5. Het eerste tussenliggende gebied bestaat uit druppels bulkmateriaal
coexisterendmeteennagenoegkaaloppervlak en een mesoscopische film. Het tweede
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gebiedbestaat uit druppels polymeer in evenwicht met een mesoscopische film. Het
ontstaanvandezepatronenismogelijk doordatdecurvevandevrije energieals functie
van de filmdikte een speciale vorm heeft, zoals aangetoond met numerieke
berekeningen. In deze curve is namelijk een tweede minimum aanwezig dat invloed
heeft ophetmechanismevandedestabilisatie.Dit leidttotdeze specialepatronen.

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt de temperatuursafhankelijkheid van de randhoek van een
druppel polymeer op een chemisch identieke borstel beschreven. Uit experimenten is
gebleken dat bij verhoging van de temperatuur de randhoek op een borstel met een
bezettingsgraad van 0.55 nm"2 een heel klein beetje toeneemt. Verlagjng van de
temperatuur naar de oorspronkelijke waarde geeft een daling van de randhoek, terug
naar de beginwaarde. Dit proces is dus reversibel en uitsluitend een puur entropisch
effect. Opeenborstelmeteenbezettingsgraad van 1 nm"2isdezethermischecontractie
nietaanwezig.Decontractie iseenanomaliteitomdatmeestal derandhoekafneemt met
stijgendetemperatuur. Eenmogelijkeverklaringisdat er een menging moet zijn tussen
deborstel endevrije smelt.Bij eentemperatuurverhoging wordtdesmeltuitdeborstel
gedreven en is er een aanpassing van de randhoek. Het eerste borsteltype duiden we
aanmeteen 'zachte' borstel enhettweedealseen 'harde' borstel.
Ook staat in dit hoofdstuk beschreven hoe het bevochtigingsgebied kan worden
veranderd doorhetgebruikvanbimodaleborstels.Dit zijn borstels bestaande uit twee
polymeren met verschillende ketenlengtes. Gebleken is dat het gebruik van bimodale
borstels het venster van bevochtiging enorm vergroot. Een borstel bestaande uit veel
relatief kleine ketens (20 monomere eenheden) met een kleine fractie (5%) aan lange
ketens(200eenheden)geeft reeds een omslag van partiele naar volledige bevochtiging.
Partielebevochtigingwerdweerwaargenomenbij 60%langeketens.

De Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) kan gebruikt worden om de structuren van
oppervlakken mechanischte veranderen door een kracht uit te oefenen met de AFMtip. Het aftasten van het een poly-4-vinylpyridine polystyreen oppervlak met een
AFM tip in de zogenaamde contact mode staat beschreven in hoofdstuk 7. Bij deze
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bewerkingwordenribbelsgevormd ophetoppervlak waarvande richting loodrecht op
deaftastrichting vandetip staat.Deze structuren zijn eenfunctie vandelengtevanhet
totalepolymeer en defractiepolystyreen inhetpolymeer.

In het laatste hoofdstuk staan enkele waarnemingenbeschreven met borstels gemaakt
metbehulpvanandereblokcopolymeren ensmelten.Films van een triblokcopolymeer
mettweevinylpyridine ankerblokken eneenpolystyreen middenblok zijn onderzocht,
alsmede de bevochtiging van polystyreen op deze films. Gebleken is dat de
voorbehandeling

van

de

borstel

een

enorme

invloed

heeft

op

de

bevochtigingsverschijnselen. Een niet verwarmde borstel vertoonde partiele
bevochtigingenverwarmdeborstelsvolledigebevochtiging.
Het tweede systeem beschreven in dit hoofdstuk betreft films van polypropyleen
imine dendrimeren waar een polystyreen keten aan zit. Het ankerblok van dit
polymeer isdusdaniggrootdatdebezettingsgraad van de borstel niet erg groot wordt.
Een polystyreenlaagje op deze borstel vertoonde dan ook partiele bevochtiging
(allofoobgebied).
Hetlaatste deelvan dithoofdstuk beschrijft de adsorptie en bevochtiging van poly-2vinylpyridine-polycaprolacton en de bevochtiging van deze borstels met het
homopolymeer polycaprolacton.Desamenstelling vandeborstel had weinig effect op
de bevochtiging, mogelijk vanwege de polydispersiteit van de borstels. De molaire
massavandesmeltheeft welinvloed:eriseen competitie tussen partiele bevochtiging
en kristallisatie van het polycaprolacton. Lineair hoogmoleculair polycaprolacton
(Mn=80 kg/mol) vertoonde dendriet-achtige structuren. Lineair laagmoleculair
Polycaprolacton vertoonde eilandstructuren op het oppervlak, en bij het niet lineaire
polycaprolacton

triol

polymeer

(tri

ester

van

polycaprolacton

met

trimethylolpropaan) ontstonden terrassen van polycaprolacton van ongeveer 11 nm
hoog.
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